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Abstract:

Performance is the most desirable aspect to be achieved in Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN). Most of the sensors used are constrained in terms of energy and memory, due
to their technological characteristics. Thus, a complete need of testing as well as quality
measurement is desired when deploying a large scale WSN.

Many projects have been developed in different evironments: industrial monitoring as well
as agricultural sensing fields have all tried to develop a high performance network of nodes.
However, these low constrained nodes have always been a tricky task to manage. Indeed,
the ultimate incorporation of IPv6 into WSNs has even worsened this setback.

What makes then Internet protocol version 6 (IPv6) so special then? It basically offers
a worldwide standard to reach any sensor from anywhere in the world at any time. It
provides the possibility of connecting these sensor networks to IP based network architec-
ture without the need for intermediate modules such as gateways or proxies. At the same
time, the ultimate IPv6 protocol is considered a new version which intends to succeed its
worldwide used and known predecessor IPv4. Unlike version 4, among other interesting
features, this new IPv6 protocol offers the possibility of using extended addressing and
therefore is able to provide global reachability to the vast wave of new connected devices.

Nevertheless, the standard protocol used in WSNs made it hard to incorporate this pow-
erful protocol. Physical and MAC layer protocol IEEE 802.15.4 amid other characteristics
offered the possibility of data rates of up to 250kbps along with a maximum payload of
approximately 100 bytes. Due to this main reason, 6lowPAN adaptation layer was pro-
vided in order to adapt these low constrained peculiarities into IPv6 network layer and
upper layers such as TCP and/or UDP.

All of these previous hazards made it clear the need of a tool in order to help WSN devel-
opers deploy their own IP based multi hop network without needing to worry themselves.
In fact, characterizing path and link behaviors in between different nodes in the network is
completely a necessity in order to accomplish effectiveness for network protocols. Getting
to know the way different sensors perform, communicate and interact with each other at
various distances and positions helps us obtaining the best way we can deploy our network.
Indeed, if we are able to maximize the performance of every node inside the network, we
will surely be able not only to maximize the overall throughput but also to decrease packet
loss.

The obvious need for worst case design has been taken into consideration in order to mea-
sure performance measurement in our application. Different aspects such as asymmetric
link qualities in sensor networks, interferences with other devices working all around the
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2.4Ghz frequency band and different signal strength indicators (such as RSSI) have all
been taken into account when considering the worst case design possible.

The application created divides itself into six different main fields which they will help
carrying out an optimized sensor network deployment: two hop neighbor discovery for
every node in the network, current state of the network topology, link and path quality
between two different nodes, noise floor readings, strength measurement as well as t-test
procedure implementation for observation comparison.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Aim of the Thesis

When in 2004 researchers and engineers from Delft University of Technology, Wageningen
University, Vertis and Opticrop all came up together in order to deploy a large scale
wireless sensor network of up to 150 sensor nodes, few of them imagined that the results
obtained were going to be as so different as expected [Koen]. The numerous programming
bugs, software and hardware errors were added in overall to sum up a big failure in the
main aim of the project. Nevertheless, another misunderstanding and inexperience also
had to be taken into account: the absolute need of worst case design along with numerous
testing scenarios.

When planning a large scale wireless sensor network deployment there is above all an in-
credible need of assuming a worst case design. The assumptions that have to be considered,
such as packet error and failure rates, as well as node mobility, have to be prepared for the
worst in order to decrease the possibility of overall failure in the network[JBWo]. Indeed,
cost and time are two of the holy grails of engineering projects and at most times, the
modification of any of the components forming our system is considered as a big setback.

Also, the fact of deploying our sensor network in hazardous and dynamic conditions brings
the obvious must : all system must carry out and pass one test after another. As we have
mentioned before, if a worst case design must be taken into account, then a worst case
testing must also be considered. Using sensor nodes in different positions in the network
and setting different configurations in each of them is something that brings us or at least
gets closer to a possibility of system failure.

Therefore, one of the main conclusions all the Dutch researchers came up with was the
the need of the increase of existing software modules which had to be able to monitor or
at least carry out good testing before deploying huge scale WSNs.

The fact of the ultimate incorporation of IPv6 has even worsened this tough scenario. The
obvious need of making nodes directly accessible via the Internet has only added a plus of
toughness when making effective communications in the network correctly. This is mainly
due to the fact that the Internet Protocol (IP) was not designed to be implemented in
such low constrained devices. The need to adapt this powerful protocol to sensor networks
and to the most known IEEE 80215.4 standard was brought in by the introduction of a
2.5 adaptation layer called 6lowPAN (low power wireless personal area networks). Among
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other characteristics and features it helped to cut down large overhead caused by using
IPv6, in order to enable its usage in this IEEE 802.15.4 environments.

Obviously, all of these previous facts brings us to the aim of this Master’s Thesis: the
programming of an application that will help WSN researchers and/or developers carry
out previous testing for the correct deployment of an IPv6 multi-hop sensor networks.

1.2 Structure of the Thesis

An implementation of a correct and efficient performance measurement interface must ob-
viously be preceded by a comprehensive study of all the factors that affect and worsen the
overall operation of the network architecture which it is brought up in chapter 2. As IP
based communications are treated here, the current implementations of Ipv6 architecture
are presented. First and foremost in section 2.1, as resource constrained devices wireless
sensor nodes are, the way they manage to operate IPv6 protocol is explained: the 6LoW-
PAN standard is presented as well as BLIP 2.0 (the current implementation version for
TinyOS operating systems). Secondly, RPL routing protocol is briefly introduced which
explains how proper routing decisions inside the multi hop network work for each traffic
patterns are made. Besides, despite the main aim of this project is to detect probable
working failures in the network and link layer, other main issues cannot be forgotten.
Indeed, a close look at the radio patterns have to be checked in order to see how upper
OSI layers handle different situations when positioning nodes at different places. There-
fore, patterns such as signal strength between neighbor node links (section 2.2) as well as
background noise (section 2.3) all have to be looked at in order to check that there are no
protocol inconsistencies.

Further on, chapter 3 explains how the efficient performance measurement tool has been
programmed in the motes as well as the main program in the centralized computer. In or-
der to check that routing decisions are taken properly a good network topology information
must be considered. A two hop neighbor discovery proposal is presented in section 3.2 in
order to try and increment functionalities to the current BLIP/6LoWPAN stack offered by
the IETF organization. In fact, this two hop neighbor discovery will also get to know the
overall working topology and see whether packets are correctly routed and consequently
whether the different traffic patterns work efficiently. Moreover, timing measurements
such as link-local delay(section 3.4),path-delay(section 3.5) are presented in terms of im-
plementation. However, before this two time issues are addressed node synchronization
problem is exposed as well as making a proposal of how to counteract this problem. Sec-
tions 3.6 and 3.7 demonstrate how signal strength and background noise respectively are
studied and implemented. As a performance measurement as it is, most end-users will also
have the need to make link comparisons in terms of reception power and delay in order to
make a proper election of deployment as well as studying link assymetries in the network.
Thus, t-test procedure is shown in section 3.8 in where the reason of it to be used and its
programming is demonstrated.

Finally, a multi-hop network deployment is presented. This testbed scenario demonstrates
the correct decision of the previous implementations explained which will help to make
correct decisions when getting to know the most efficient way of placing nodes in a certain
location. First and foremost, a study of the noise background is carried out to make
a proper decision of what frequency channel to be used. Secondly, placing all nodes
together, the performance of each sensor node is checked in terms of signal strength.
After carrying out the synchronization process which preceds all timing measurements and
placing nodes at certain points, path-delay measurements are taken as well as checking
all routing decisions made by the RPL protocol. Besides, interference effect is studied in
section 4.6.



2. Context of WSN Distributed Systems
in an IP environment

2.1 IPv6 in Wireless Sensor Networks

For many years it had been assumed that the implementation of Internet Protocol (IP)
was a complete foolish idea due to the constraints in terms of energy and memory these
little devices offered. Plenty of researchers and engineers argued that the worldwide used
IP protocol was not well suited and therefore impractical for sensor networks. It was this
issue that brought the main idea of the creation and evaluation of brand new protocols
specifically designed to handle the resource constrained matters. Different layer protocols
helped to manage collection-based routing, general routing states and other main network
architecture issues.

However, the fact of not using an IP-based architecture limited these sensor devices to
a wide range of possibilities. Indeed, with millions of users nowadays connected to the
Internet from anywhere in the world and what is more with several devices such as com-
puters, tablets and smartphones, the WSN community felt that a step forward had to be
taken in this aspect. The remote access to the Sensors’ data as well as the direct commu-
nication without a use of a protocol translator or gate offers a golden opportunity to the
development and impulse of these sensor networks.

In order to address this need, several Working Groups were created by the IETF (Internet
Engineering Task Force): 6LoWPAN and ROLL. Despite the fact of sharing one main aim
above all, the one concerning the standardization of resource constrained protocols, there
are several differences between the two of them:

• 6LoWPAN : As it can be interpreted from the name itself, the IPv6 in Low-Power
Wireless Personal Area Networks Working Group was created in order to carry out a
proper adaptation of IPv6 for wireless sensor networks which make use of the IEEE
802.15.4 standard.

• RoLL: This Working Group covers the Routing over Low Power and Lossy Links.
Therefore, its main issue is to bring routing features into memory and energy con-
strained devices. It has defined the RPL protocol that implements a topology over
lossy links.
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The following lines will make a brief description of how IP protocol has been implemented
into wireless sensor networks along with the main features both previous working groups
have offered. Also, the RPL routing protocol is well described as well as its implementation
in TinyOS devices such as Telos motes which we have used to carry out this project.

2.1.1 6LoWPAN

Energy efficiency as well as a good management of memory resources is the main issue
that has to be taken care of when dealing with wireless sensor nodes. As current imple-
mentations of Internet Protocol were not well prepared to help develop these devices with
the use of this protocol, this Working Group was created to make a proper adaptation.

One of the main characteristics offered in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard are its small size
packets sent. As most of the power is wasted when sending packets, the previous standard
only offers to possibility of a maximum data rate of up to 250kbit/s. Most commonly
used protocols, however, are not able of managing properly these small packet sizes along
with these low speed rates. Only specifically designed protocols which introduce a small
amount of header fields are able to handle a correct communication between sensor nodes.

The Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU) offered by link layers have to be relatively big in
order to fit in the IP Protocol. As a way of comparing different link layer protocols for
example, Ethernet and WiFi link layers can handle a MTU of 1500 bytes, while 802.15.4
standard specifies one of 127 bytes. The difference is very relevant if we take a look at the
header IPv6 protocol manages, which is of about 40 bytes. This would mean that when
making use of IPv6 plus link layer 802.15.4 without no previous adaptation, the network
layer header would consume more than 30% of the total MTU of the link layer.

Another feature that must be taken into consideration has also got to do with the proper
MTU, but in this case the one concerning the network layer. IPv6 specifies in its standard
a minimum MTU of 1280 bytes. So, considering the fact that this minimum 1280 octets
have to fit into its lower layer, how is it possible that 1280 bytes can be stored in the
payload of 802.15.4?

The obvious incompatibility of both protocols, brought the idea of a need to carry out
packet compression and fragmentation. The 6LoWPAN standard therefore, focuses on
the idea of implementing an adaptation layer(2.1) in between the network (IPv6) and
link (IEEE 802.15.4) layer as a way of introducing an alternative header type format for
fragmentation and compression[Jona].

LINK

PHYSICAL

NETWORK

ADAPTATION
LAYER

TRANSPORT

IPv6/ICMPv6

TCP/UDP

IEEE 802.15.4 PHY/MAC

6LoWPAN Adaptation

Figure 2.1: OSI Layer Adaptation
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1. Too large IPv6 headers are cut down by eliminating redundant information which
can be obtained by other means. As we have mentioned previously, the standard of
IPv6 specifies a header of 40 bytes. As most of the header consists of destination
and source address which sums up a total of 32 bytes, the header compression is
carried out mainly by eliminating these two fields which can be obtained from the
IEEE 802.15.4 standard header. In order to denote which kind of header for IPv6 is
used, a 1 byte Dispatch header is attached. Also, as mainly three upper layers are
usually implemented (TCP,UDP or ICMP),the next header field can be cut down
to just two bits. Moreover, to further decrement the size of the header, other kind
of redundancies are also eliminated such as the one concerning the payload length
or the interface identifiers which are also obtained from the IEEE 802.15.4 header.
The only field which is not compressed or eliminated is the one referring to the limit
hop field, as a risk of having a packet circulating infinitely around the network is not
taken.

2. As IPv6 requires all links to support 1280 byte packets and 802.15.4 packets are only
able of sending a MTU of 127 bytes (because its packet length field is only 7 bits
large), fragmentation becomes an evident necessity. When fragmentating packets,
the fragmentation information fields are situated just before the Dispatch field in
where it specifies the number of fragment for each received and sent packet. These
headers consist of three main fields: the additional fragmentation header, a unique
identifier (which is the same for all the fragments) and an offset field which tells us
the part of the whole packet the current frame contains.

Another issue the Working Group worked on was the fact of creating routing possibilities
in the link layer, also called as mesh-routing. However, this is out of our scope because of
the current implementation of TinyOS and BLIP which currently use TinyRPL routing
protocol: a route-over routing engine (network layer routing protocol).

2.1.2 RPL

Since in 2008 the Routing over Low-power and Lossy Network (RoLL) Working Group was
created, its main goal was to try to implement a correct routing engine protocol to enable
6LoWPAN devices such as wireless sensor nodes to include requirements for reliability,
latency and network management capabilities. As no routing protocols could provide such
acceptable features, the group implemented the IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low power
Lossy Networks (LLNs), mostly known as RPL[Jeon].

RPL is a routing protocol that provides routing decisions in the network layer to diverse
link layers such as IEEE 802.15.4. In contrast to mesh-under routing protocols that can
be implemented along with 6LoWPAN, RPL is designed to be used across diverse types
of link layers, making routing decisions on the IP layer.

Using a set of metrics and an objective function, the routing protocol specifies how it
builds a Destination Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph (DODAG)[ROLL11]. The objective
function’s goal is to achieve a best path depending on the metrics set by the programmer or
user. The protocol can for example build a DODAG which is created by finding paths with
best Expected Transmissions (ETX) or by finding paths which look on different constraints
such as refusing battery operated nodes. It is therefore the choice of the administrator to
set the rules to form different DODAGs in the network.

Three main different type of ICMPv6 messages are used to perform all the operations
necessary in order to build the graph: DIO (DODAG Information Object), DIS (DODAG
Information Solicitation) and DAO (DODAG Destination Advertisement Object).
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The administrator must also configure a node to be the root of the DODAG graph, from
which the building process of the graph starts. This root as a starting point sends DIO
messages advertising the information on the graph. Nodes that are situated in the reacha-
bility range of the root will receive this previous message and will make decisions based on
the judgments carried out such as the one concerning the objective function or path cost.
This decision will cause the node to decide whether it will or will not join the graph. If it is
affirmative then the node will be able to acquire a route towards the main root, also known
as an UPWARD root. This node also calculates the own rank within the DODAG graph,
which basically describes the hierarchical position relative to the root. Further on, if the
node is configured as a router, it will also start to advertise its graph information it has
previously obtained. This same process will carry on until the end of the multi hop net-
work or until the DIO messages get to a leaf node, which will not advertise itself. Thanks
to this graph building process all nodes in the network will get to know its own parent
node (a node which has a lower rank and therefore closer to the root) and consequently a
proper route towards the main root.

This UPWARD routing enables the use of a traffic pattern called Multipoint-to-point
(MP2P) or collection based routing, which is the main traffic used in wireless sensor
networks. Nevertheless two other traffic patterns are offered by the RPL routing engine:
Point-to-Multipoint (P2MP) and Point-to-Point (P2P) traffic.

Opposite to Upward routing or MP2P traffic, at most times a downward traffic flow is
needed. In fact, if we want to check a sensor’s data from a computer or related device
which is located outside the multi hop sensor network, then a downward routing path to
any sensor node in the network is needed. In order to obtain these routes, RPL protocol
makes us of DAO message types. When a node joins a DODAG graph, it will send DAO
message to its parent-set. The DAO message receiver will process the information and will
add a routing entry to its routing table. This process will go upwards until it gets to the
main root in the DODAG. Therefore, thanks to this process every node in the network
will be able to communicate with higher rank nodes at any time.

Finally, Point-to-Point traffic is offered by making two different kind of routing decisions.
These two decisions depend on the initial configuration of the nodes in the network: non-
storing or storing mode(figure 2.2). In a storing mode scenario, a node is able to store its
routing path in its own routing table and therefore if it wants to communicate with other
nodes in the network, the packet will travel upwards in the network until it gets to a point
in where the forwarding node is a known ancestor of the destination node. Nevertheless,
sometimes, due to memory constraints it may be interesting to store most of the routing
entries in the main root. Therefore, any packet which is destined to a node inside the
network will travel upwards as far as the root and the own root will decide what path or
route it has to follow to get to the destination node.

Root

Source

Destination

Root

Source

Destination

Mutual
Ancestor

NON-STORING MODE STORING MODE

Root Root

Mutual
Ancestor

Source

Destination

Source

Destination

Figure 2.2: Non-Storing Mode vs Storing Mode
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2.1.3 IPv6 Addressing Modes

The main reason of updating the well known IP version 4 protocol was the need of increas-
ing the number of addresses in order to provide Internet capabilities to any device in the
globe. Moving along this context, within an address space of 128 bits, version 6 defines
unicast, multicast and anycast address modes[Alli].

Unicast Addressing As its name correctly specifies, unicast addressing provides an IP
address to a unique network interface. It consists of two equally sized parts: the first
64 bits correspond to the network interface and the last 64 to the interface identifier.
The interface identifier may be derived from any number (randomly choosed or pro-
vided by the MAC address of the interface itself). In addition, two different main
modes are provided depending on the scope of the communication: link-local and
site-local. The latter is used when handling different network communications which
go beyond a local delivery (usually packets can be sent to any interface belonging
to the BLIP subnetwork) and therefore is considered as a routable address. On the
other hand, link-local addresses a locally unique and cannot be routed. Therefore,
when BLIP encounters a packet whose destination address is link-local, it will send
it directly to the associated link-local address without going through the routing
engine.

Multicast Addressing Multicast addresses identify a group of interfaces and therefore
a packet destined for a multicast address will arrive at all interfaces belonging to
the multicast group. All addresses beginning with a 0xff octet are considered to be
multicast addresses. IPv6 standard specifies many well-known multicast groups, such
as the link-local all nodes (ff02::1) and the link-local all-routers (ff02::2). The well-
known broadcast address of version 4 (255.255.255.255) is not any more implemented
in the brand new version 6. Its traditional role is substituted by the use of multicast
addressing to the link-local-all nodes multicast group.

Anycast Addressing An anycast address is considered to be as a mixture between the
use of multicast and unicast addressing. As a multicast address, anycast address
may be assigned to a number or group of interfaces, normally belonging to diverse
nodes. However, according to the distance metrics used by the routing protocol
implemented, a packet sent to an anycast address will only be delivered to the nearest
host of all the node group.

IPv6 Address Prefixlength (Bits) Description

:: 128 Unspecified

::1 128 Loopback Address

::00:xx:xx:xx:xx 96 Embedded IPv4

::ff:xx:xx:xx:xx 96 IPv4 mapped IPv6 address

fe80:: 10 Link-Local

fec0:: 10 Site-Local

ff:: 8 Multicast

001 3 Global Unicast

2.2 Signal Strength

Another factor which turns out to be a MUST of study when deploying multi hop net-
works is the measurement of signal strength of all the direct links in the network. A
proper measurement helps us not only to check the proper link quality between source and
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destination but also to measure the variation of quality modification when changing the
placement and position of any of both nodes.

Assuming a multi hop network consisting of approximately 100 nodes trying to cover a
field of 1 kilometer of radius, then a correct placement of nodes in the field will help us
gain maximum throughput correctly. However, if we try to extend our field of use by 500
meters more, then probably those 100 nodes will not be able to cover all the field. Indeed,
if IEEE 802.15.4 standard basically specifies a range of up to 20 meters at the best, then
only a correct checking of signal strength between two direct nodes will enable to get to a
probable success of deployment.

CC2420 radio transceivers[RF] which we have been working with offer a signal sensitivity
of approximately -95dBm. Considering this valuable data, we could perform a continuous
testing between two direct nodes when moving one of them further away from the initial
point. Therefore, when getting to the theoretical distance limit, performing a correct
unidirectional signal strength study for both directions would allow us to increment the
distance between these two nodes.

In order to make a correct reading of signal strength values, CC2420 radio devices provide
one worldwide used parameter: RSSI. RSSI, also known as Received Signal Strength Indi-
cation is a generic international radio receiver metric which is currently used in different
wireless networking standards such as IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE 802.11[SrLe]. It provides
us with the signal power of the last packet received. Common values range from 0dBm
(1mW),excellent quality, to approximately -100dBm, worst case signal strength.

Typical values are considered (considering a 1mW power transmission form source, that is,
0 dBm) in between -40 to -65 dBm. However, if we need to extend our range of operation for
our overall network, then we may consider other received powers all above -95dBm, which
is the minimum power strength to be detected by the CC2420 radio. Obviously, all signal
strength data received must be compared to its transmission power which will provide
with the total loss introduced by the medium. Therefore, the signal quality of any link
will always be relative to the initial power sent. CC2420 transceiver offers programmable
output power in 8 steps from approximately -24 to 0dBm.

2.3 Interferences and Noise Floor

Background noise as well as interference also are one of the main issues to be dealt with
when deploying a correct network. WSNs, as wireless communications as they are, are usu-
ally exposed to heavy radio disturbances because of having to transmit on radio channels
shared with multiple communication systems. This situation is typical for WSNs which
transmit on radio channels shared with other communication systems and hence crowded
of radio disturbances, like for instance the 2.4 GHz Industrial, Scientific and Medical band
(ISM ) (2.4 - 2.4835 GHz). As in the following chapters will be described, the devices which
we are working with operate in the mentioned band, offering administrators the use of a
free license band. In fact, the ISM band offers several license-free frequency ranges to
transmit. Thanks to its use, IEEE 802.15.4 standard[Soci] offers the possibility of making
use of 3 different ISM bands(table 2.1) in where the 2.4Ghz one is the most commonly
used one. In this band, several sources of interference can be encountered[Golm], including
for example IEEE 802.11, IEEE 802.15.1 (Blueooth) and other IEEE 802.15.4 compliant
devices, microwave ovens as well as many other household appliances. Many of the latter
ones are currently included in one of the previoulsy mentioned standards specified by the
IEEE and as similiar as they look at a first glance they differ from several characteristics
which have to be closely looked at.
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1. IEEE 802.15.4: Similarly to other networks standarized by the IEEE commitee it
defines different bands of operation. In particular, as pointed out before, the 2.4GHz
band is the mainly used band in where 26 different and frequency uniformly spaced
channels can be chosen,each one of them having a bandwidth of 3MHz(image 2.3).

Frequency Range(MHz) Location Use Number of Channels

868-868.6 Europe 1

902-928 North America 30

2400-2483.5 Worldwide 16

Table 2.1: IEEE 802.15.4 Frequency Ranges

2. IEEE 802.11: One of the most well-known standards used in wireless communi-
cations, it consists of different set of sub-standards for implementing Wireless Local
Area Network (WLAN ) device communication in three different ISM bands: 2.4,3.6
and 5GHz. Most portable computers support at least one of its sub-standards or
variations such as IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n. Among the latter ones, due to the cotinuous
increase in throughput in the 2.4GHz band coming along with a substantial price
decrease, the IEEE 802.11b/g variations are considered currently as the de-facto
WLAN technology. As for the n version it may operate both on the 2.4GHz fre-
quency range as well as on the 5GHz ISM band. Finally, the a variation only offers
compatibility with 5GHz band devices which brings a clear advantage by being im-
plemented in more unused and less crowded spectrum. However, the fact of making
use of a higher frequency band and therefore a smaller wavelength brings along the
problem of wave absorption by walls and other solid objects which can heavily affect
the performance of the network.
The use of channeling is heavily dependent on the location of use of our wireless
infraestructure which may vary according to the regulation of a specific country. For
instance, most European countries allow the use of 13 channels on the 2.4GHz band
whereas in the United States only 11 of them may be adopted. In the first case,
those 13 channels are equally distributed every 5MHz and 22MHz of channel width.
As it can be seen in image 2.3, overlapping is permitted in between two consecutive
channels. Nevertheless, when trying to acquire maximum throughput a non overlap-
ing scenario can be applied making use of only 3 different channels.

Variation Frequency Band Maximum Range

802.11a 5GHz 120m

802.11b 2.4GHz 140m

802.11g 2.4GHz 140m

802.1n 2.4/5GHz 250m

Table 2.2: IEEE 802.11 Standard Variations
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Figure 2.3: 2.4 GHz Band Standards

3. Other interference sources:

• Cordless phones: cordless phones are everywhere in indoor facilities going
from households to businesses. Certain cordless phones operate in the 2.4GHz
band making use of the frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) technol-
ogy which works by hopping from frequency to frequency all along the whole
band whereas the modulation technique used in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard,
the direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS), rests static in its frequency occu-
pied. Thus, because DSSS stays continuously at the same position while FHSS
keeps jumping across the entire frequency range, interference is at most times
unavoidable and can cause failure.

• Microwave ovens: any deployment concerning a househould and specifically a
kitchen can be heavily affected by this interference source. Most microwave
ovens radiate at frequencies ranging from 2.45-2.46 GHz. During its active
periode emits a CW (Continuous Wave) type of signal with a total active period
of 8 or 16 msec.

• Wireless speakers that operate in the 2.4 GHz frequency band.

• LCD displays: certain type of monitors can emite harmonic interference in the
2.4GHz band between channels 11 and 14.

• Video senders: some video devices(transmitters/receivers) operate in the 2.4
GHz or 5 GHz bandwidth.
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3.1 Environment and Tools

3.1.1 Environment and Installation

The following lines describe the way the interface has been implemented and the tools
which have been used for a correct programming. The global implementation consists of
three main modules:

1. Measurement device node (MD)

2. Beacon Synchronizer node

3. Rest of the nodes completing the multi hop network

USB MD Node

Figure 3.1: Global Deployment

The main module is obviously the one which interacts between the end user which will
be connected to the main centralized computer. The user will be able to send the orders
to be executed thanks to the C based interface program that has been created. At the
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same time, when receiving the results obtained, they will be shown on screen and stored
in different files.
In order to send the orders and receive the results an IEEE 802.15.4 device must be used
in order to communicate with the rest of the nodes forming the multi hop network. A
wireless sensor node, which will be called from now on MD or Measurement Device node,
will be attached to our main computer and will interact with the C based program using
a USB interface. The rest of the nodes in the network will perform the operations that
are sent via wireless from the MD node and will send the results back to the MD so the
user can see them properly on screen.
The basic installation can be observed in figure 3.2 for a total of n motes. As it can be
observed out of all the n nodes one is used to act as the MD node (explained previously)
and another one plays the role of the beacon synchronizer in order to carry out the clock
synchronization process whih will be explained in following chapters. Once the programs

Install NodeAppC
programs

on n-2 sensor nodes

Install linkqualityAppC
on one node(MD)

Run Serial Forwarder
Socket->USB

Run wsn_performance.c
Main Program

Connect MD
node to the

USB interface

nesC language (TinyOS motes)

C based language

Install beaconSyncAppC
on one node(MD)

Run Synchronization
Process

Figure 3.2: Installation flow for n motes

have been installed in the nodes, TinyRPL will start to operate in the background of our
application. The MD node will advertise itself as the DODAG root and all the nodes
will start to exchange route related messages with the rest of the nodes in the multi hop
network. It must be pointed out the fact that instead of using DHCPv6 process in order
to obtain a global address, it is already set at compile time for each node using its unique
TOS NODE ID number.
Thanks to the use of the routing protocol, nodes in the network will be able not only to
communicate with each other for every operation performed, but also to send the results
back to the MD node using the routing engine provided by TinyRPL. As it can be seen,
once all the programs (MD node plus the rest of the nodes in the network) have been
loaded, the MD node must be connected with the use of the USB interface to the central-
ized computer. This will allow to run the proper Serial Forwarder which will enable the
reception and transmission of packets between the main program and the node itself.
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Serial Forwarder is an application which is brought along with the TinyOS operating sys-
tem version 2.1.1. It allows to create a proper packet source which is the basic abstraction
that is used in order to make communication between mote-PC possible. It provides a
communication medium over which any application programmed in the computer can send
and receive packets to and from the mote connected to the USB interface. Its implemen-
tation is very similar to the well known TCP sockets. The way to open correctly a packet
source between the mote and the PC is specifying withing its arguments the number of
port that will be used, the USB interface targeted and the baud rate.

./sf 9001 /dev/ttyUSB0 telosb (3.1)

As for the main program, once the packet source is created between the MD mote and our
computer, we just have to tell our wsn performance.c program:

./wsn performance 127.0.0.1 9001 (3.2)

As it can be seen, the only parameters that have to be introduced are the loopback address
(if the mote is connected to our computer) and the port number used. The main menu in
the program offers different possibilities according to the requirements of the user. There
are mainly 12 options:

1. Two Hop Neighbor discovery

2. Local Delay

3. Get Network topology

4. Get Node’s Routing Table

5. Check Signal Strength

6. Check Noise Floor

7. Path Delay

8. Comparison Between Local Delays

9. Comparison Between Path Delays

10. Comparison Between Signal Strengths

11. Start Synchronization

12. Exit

3.1.2 Tools

3.1.2.1 Sensor Nodes

All the project has been developed using IEEE 802.15.4 compliant CM5000 wireless sensor
motes[ySer]. Their implementation is based on the open-source TelosB platform whose
design has been carried by the University of Berkeley. It is specially used as a research
platform for developers. In fact, it provides with many features such as wireless commu-
nication potential and processor power.
It is both TinyOS 2.x and ContikiOS compatible and provides a USB Interface to provide
proper communication with computers and other digital devices. The radio transceiver
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ROM 48KB

RAM 10KB

Crystal Oscillator 32.768 KHz

RF Transceiver CC2420

RF Sensitivity -95 dBm

Output Power Range [-25,0] dBm

RX/TX Byte Data Buffering 128

Table 3.1: CM5000 specifications

implemented in this motes is the CC2420 which enables wireless communications at the
2.4GHz band and offers 16 different channels which can be programmed by the adminis-
trator at any time. Moreover, its output can be varied according to the necessities of the
user from -25dBm (minimum) to 0dBm (maximum). The storage size implemented offers
of a possibility of 48KBytes of RAM and 10kBytes of ROM.

3.1.2.2 TinyOS

It is the operating system used to make a correct programming of this project. TinyOS
is an event based operating system[PLCu] specifically designed to make the most out of
low-power wireless devices such as sensor motes. It is worldwide used in the research and
industry community and it is open-source. The latest version (2.1.1) is the one used in
this Thesis.
The programming language used in order to program the motes depending on the stimu-
lus they receive is the nesC language[DGCu]. It is a C dialect which focuses on the main
structure of the TinyOS operating system. As the OS it works on, it is an event driven
programming language which looks quite similar to the way signals and handlers are pro-
grammed on a UNIX operating system.
Three different main layers are defined in this operating system: modules,configurations
and interfaces. The latter one offers the main functionality of providing direct connections
between different modules. In fact, as mentioned before, commands are called which act as
function callers and events as UNIX operating system event handlers. It is therefore the
administrator’s or programmer’s goal to program when to call these functions and what
operations shall be performed when different events are fired. Thus, modules can be seen
as a black box with its inputs and outputs(interfaces) which are wired to other modules.
As a top-level component as it is, it is the configuration’s purpose to carry out this task
by connecting interfaces between different modules.

3.1.2.3 BLIP

BLIP, also known as the Berkeley Low-Power IP stack, is an implementation which helps
to bring 6LoWPAN into TinyOS operating system motes[N]. Thanks to this IP stack,
IP based multi-hop networks can be deployed. The current BLIP 2.0 version also pro-
vides the possibility of incorporating TinyRPL routing protocol which has been previously
described. Regarding communication, it offers the possibility of two different addressing
modes: static address mode and DHCPv6 address mode. In the first scenario, a global
address is configured at compile time adding the unique TOS NODE ID at any node to
the IPv6 prefix (default value fec0::/64 ). It also offers two link-local addresses:

• Link-local address 1: It is obtained from the unique EUI-64 from the LocalIeeeEui64C
component.
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• Link-local address 2: As specified in the RFC4944 it is based on the panid
and the nodeid. Being 0x22 the default panid and assuming that a node has a
TOS NODE ID value of 2, then the local address would be fe80::22:ff:fe00:2.

The second scenario has not been used in our Thesis. In this case, BLIP would require a
mote running a DHCPv6 server inside the network which would provide any other node
with an Ipv6 address. As for the use of TinyRPL, it must be specified at compile time that
RPL ROUTING mode is going to be used in any of the motes belonging to the network.
TinyOS provides the RPLRoutingC component to do this. Thanks to the routing protocol
any node in the network is able, using the global address of the destination mote, to
connect with any other node at any time. Therefore, orders can be sent from the MD
node and results back to it. In our case, we have set the MD node as the root of the
TinyRPL protocol.
Once a node using RPL is switched on, as the global address is set at compile time, it
will start joining the main DODAG graph and will get to know a proper route to the root
(MD mote). Also, RPL will continue to operate in the background of our application and
will be adding routing entries to the IP routing table(3.3). But, how does actually BLIP

BLIP TinyRPL

802.15.4 PHY/MAC

UDP/TCP

Packets

Packets

DIO,DIS,DAO(ICMP)

Link Result

Route Install

Figure 3.3: BLIP and RPL interaction

engine work and what is mainly composed of? Indeed, in order to carry out a correct
implementation or deployment of a wireless sensor network the previous question must be
answered. BLIP stack is implemented using 4 different main layers:

1. Protocol

2. Routing

3. Neighbor Discovery

4. Dispatch

This four main layers are wired up together by the IPStackC component provided by the
source tree code of BLIP/TinyOS. It is a configuration file which mainly addresses the aim
of making the four main layers of BLIP interact with each other. Therefore, in any node
using BLIP stack this module must be called and wired to the Radio Control. This layers
have different functions which are carried out when receiving and sending an IP packet.
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IPStackC

IPProtocolsP
IP

Forwarding
EngineP

IP
Neighbor
DiscoveryC

IPDispatchC

Figure 3.4: IPStackC component

Each of them is called in a different order by the IPStackC component depending on the
reception or the transmission of a IP packet.

When sending an IP packet, first and foremost IPProtocolsP component is called. It just
adds the hop limit (default value of 16) and version (IPV6 VERSION) headers. Once filling
in these previous fields, the packet is sent to its lower layer by calling to the forwarding
engine component (IPForwardingEngineP) which makes routing decisions based on its own
routing table.
The routing entries are checked one by one using the destination address of the IP packet.
If the destination address is matched in any of the routing entries provided, then the next
hop field is copied into the destination addres. Of course, should the packet have a link
local scope address, the packet would discard going over all the routing table. In any of the
previous scenarios, the packet will follow its path into the next lower layer (IP Neighbor
Discovery) in order to translate layer 3 addresses into layer 2 ones.
As it can be seen at this point, the IP packet is yet to be compressed following the 6lowpan
premises. Thus, the packet gets to the last and lowest layer of the BLIP process in where
the 6lowpan engine emerges: the dispatcher. IPDispatchC component provides this feature
by carrying out all the operations needed in order to make 6lowpan work: 6lowpan header
compression, fragment implementation and interacting with IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer.
The previous process is inversely processed when receiving a packet. Therefore, BLIP
layers can all be seen as layers which work similar to the ones belonging to OSI(figure 3.5).

Source

UDP

IP Protocol

IP Forwarding

IP Neighbor

IP Dispatch

IEEE 802.15.4

Destination

UDP

IP Protocol

IP Forwarding

IP Neighbor

IP Dispatch

IEEE 802.15.4

Figure 3.5: IP packeting process

3.2 Two Hop Neighbor Discovery

A good evaluation and performance measurement must provide a good knowledge of the
neighbors around any of the nodes in a multi hop network. As a performance evaluation
it must create a way of getting to know these close nodes above any protocol used in lower
layers. The following own process or protocol used is implemented above transport layer
protocol (UDP protocol). In order to make a proper description let us assume that we are
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working with the two hop network described in figure 3.6.
Node 1 will be considered as the MD node and it will have three other nodes in its range.

Node 1

Node 3 Node 4 Node 7

Node 15 Node 9

Figure 3.6: Neighbor discovery example

One hop neighbors are nodes 3,4 and 7, while two hop motes are 15 and 9. As for the
common messages exchanged in our implementation, nodes exchange the one observed in
listing 3.1. Among other things to be considered, it must be pointed out that the types
of messages implemented in the next chapters handle properly the different endianess
encountered when flowing from hosts to the network by using nx struct type definitions
provided by the nesC language.

typedef nx s t ruc t ne ighbor {
nx u in t8 t type ;
nx u in t8 t TTL; //Time To Live . I n i t i a l i s e d to 2
nx u int16 t ID ; // Neighbor Discovery Process ID
nx u int16 t seq ; // Neighbor Discovery Process Sequence
nx u int16 t node ID [ 3 ] ; // Neighbors ’ TOS NODE ID

}neighbor ;

Listing 3.1: Neighbor Discovery process message

When a user introduces the option of two hop neighbor discovery the following procedure
is carried out:

1. The MD node charges the neighbor message type initial values. Every process of
neighbor discovery must always carry an identification process. Thus, a process
will always be identified by two fields: ID and sequence number. The ID identifier
carries along the TOS NODE ID address of the initial node (in this example the
MD: TOS NODE ID=1). As for the sequence number, in order to make a differ-
ence between two different neighbor discovery processes of a same node, it will be
incremented by one for each different process. Let us make the assumption that
as a starting point the process initial value looks like this: (ID=1,seq=1).Also, as
we are talking about a 2 hop neighbor discovery, the TTL (Time To Live) field
will be initialized to 2. Finally, the MD node will also make an entry with its own
TOS NODE ID (value of 1 for the MD) in the node ID[0] vector position. Once all
these previous values have all been charged, the MD mote will transmit this packet
using a multicast Ipv6 address. In fact, as traditional broadcast address types are
not implemented in version 6, the same result can be obtained by using link-local all
nodes multicast group address: ff02::1.
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2. The multicast group address will enable to transmit the packet to one hop distance
neighbors. Once the message is received by nodes 3, 4 and 7, they will process the
packet. All of these three motes will first make a look at the process identification
and will verify that the combination of both identifiers (ID and sequence) is new.
Therefore, motes will not ignore the message and will store these two values for the
following processes in the future. The next thing the node must do is decrement the
TTL value to check whether they are one hop or two hop distance motes. In this case
as the TTL value decremented will have a result of one, they will consider themselves
one hop distance neighbors and will have to continue with the process. Of course,
before retransmitting the message, nodes will have to update the packet not only by
decrementing the TTL but also by making an entry in node ID[1] position vector.
The message retransmitted will also use multicast group all nodes address which will
enable to be received not only by 2 hop neighbors but also by the MD node(figure
3.7). Nevertheless,one of the setbacks that have appeared when trying to implement

Node 1

Node 3 Node 4 Node 7

Node 15 Node 9

Figure 3.7: TTL=1. One hop neighbor process

this kind of protocol was the possible amount of messages that could be transmitted
at the same time and therefore making different packet collisions probable. IEEE
802.15.4 offers CSMA-CA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance)
protocol in order to address this issue[Soci]. However there is a certain feature which
has to be taken into account and therefore a brief but comprehensive study of CSMA
protocol must be made.
CSMA,also known as Carrier Sense Multiple Access, medium access control makes
each device in a network check the absence of other traffic before transmitting on a
shared medium. Therefore, if any mote in the network wants to send a packet it will
verify that the medium is not occupied. If affirmative it will transmit the message as
soon as it is totally processed. On the other hand, if the medium is occupied (some
other node is already transmitting or an interference is perceived) it will wait for a
random integer value between 0 and 2BE − 1 of length aUnitBackoffPeriod (20 sym-
bol periods; 320µsec) which uses a normal distribution. BE is the backoff exponent
and as it can be seen it describes the number of backoff periods before the trans-
mitter tries to assess the channel again. Once the previous backoff is completed, the
station carries out a Clear Channel Assesment in where the RSSI value is checked
in one of the CC2420 registers. If, after 8 symbols, the channel is busy, both BE
and NB values are incremented by one unit. All of this process is repeated until BE
reaches aMaxBE value and NB gets to macMaxCSMABackoffs+1. In this case, if
the top value is reached for NB, the protocol finishes with a channel access failure
and the packet that was meant to be sent is discarded.
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The administrator can program the initial values depending on his or her require-
ments. The first BE value is recommended to be bigger than 0, therefore preventing
to disable collision avoidance in the first iteration. In addition, macMinBE (first BE
value) can have a value in between 0 and 3. Also, NB value is always initialized to
0 and macMaxCSMABackoffs value is 5.
Moving along to our example, level 1 neighbors want to respond to the root as well
as sending the message to level 2 nodes. Let us assume that of all the three level one
nodes, due to radio irregularities, node 4 receives the multicast message 1 ms before
nodes 3 and 7. In this case, also supposing that the processing time of each packet
in any node is about 2ms, after this time passes, node 4 will verify that the channel
is free and will transmit the multicast message.
Nodes 3 and 7, as soon as both of them have processed the packet received they will
also decide to send the multicast message. However, as the channel is occupied they
will start the backoff process. Assuming the best design and case possible, in where
macMinBE value is the maximum(3) and that the random value will also be the
maximum (2BE − 1), both nodes 3 and node 7 will wait for a maximum of 159.36ms
to transmit the message. Obviously in this case the time to be waited will be much
bigger than the amount of time the channel is occupied and therefore packets will
not be lost.
However, at most times the value in every iteration for the backoff selected is far less
than 2BE − 1 and thus, the total time is smaller. Besides, when working with a big
network deployment there are may be more than 20 level 1 nodes next to the root.
In both cases, there is a possibility of a packet being discarded and consequently
happening a channel access failure.
All these things having to be considered, we have decided to incorporate an addi-
tional random delay in each node before transmitting the multicast packet to the root
and to the level 2 neighbors. This, added to the fact that every node will probably
receive the packet at a different time offers a more robust way of making a successful
communication process.
Once this random delay has finished, level one nodes will transmit the multicast
message.

3. Two hop neighbors will receive the message and after they verify the process identi-
fiers, they will decrement the TTL value of the packet. As it has now a value of 0 they
will first make an entry with their own TOS NODE ID address in the node ID[2]
position vector and will send the packet back to the MD node using the site-local
IPv6 address(figure 3.8). In order to gain efficiency and robustness, this same pro-

Node 1

Node 3 Node 4 Node 7

Node 15 Node 9

Figure 3.8: TTL=0. Two hop neighbor process
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cess is implemented three times consecutively. Moreover, with all the packets the
MD node receives, the mote is able to know all its one hop and two hop distance
neighbors as well as to construct a proper graph.
This same neighbor discovery can be applied to any node in the network. Therefore,
the only thing it would change from the previous example demonstrated is the fact
that the MD node can be exchanged by any other mote. In addition, getting all the
network topology is considered as an extension of the two hop neighbor discovery
process. The main difference is that the MD node is the one which initializes its two
hop discovery process. Also, as soon as it gets to know its 2 hop distance motes, the
MD will send a request to each of those 2 hop sensors one at a time in order to get
its 2 hop neighbors. All of this process will be repeated until we get to the end of
the network.

3.3 Synchronization Problem in Wireless Sensor Networks

As a distributed system performance measurement application, many measurements that
are taken require of a common clock timing for all the nodes in the network. Delays in
between different points at the network are carried out by a previous supposition of having
a proper time synchronization of both endpoints. Nevertheless, a correct acquisition of
synchronization of any pair of nodes in the network must take into consideration several
issues which affect both internal clocks.

An initial resolution of the problem may concern the fact of a simple correction of the
delays in between two nodes’ internal clocks, that is the relative offset. A simple example
may show that powering up all nodes composing the network at the same time may solve
this conflict. However, the previous scenario does not take into account the different rates
at which clocks work. Indeed, due to the imperfection of hardware clocks and different
physical effects, local clocks of nodes may run faster or slower relative to others. Therefore,
as time goes by clocks might drift away from each other, affecting severely the initial
synchronization of the motes and consequently the processes in which they are involved.

A way of describing the behavior of the internal clock of node A relative to B’s would be
the following:

CA = CB · dAB + oAB (3.3)

As it can be presumed, any group of two different clocks can be described in the previous
way by just getting to know the relative offset and the relative drift or skew (the rate at
which clock A changes-slower or faster-relative to the one in B). Should all the nodes in the
network be perfectly synchronized the relative drift (dAB) between any pair of nodes would
equal to 1 and the relative offset (oAB) to 0. Nevertheless, this perfect synchronization
scenario becomes a very tricky task to achieve. Two possible resolution scenarios can be
visualized in order to achieve this aim. On the one hand, a continuos clock offset correction
can be carried out. Indeed, as we have mentioned before, even if clock offsets are corrected
at a certain time, internal clocks may start drifting away from each other in a matter of
minutes, therefore having to correct relative offsets over a certain time period. On the
other hand, a second way of trying to solve the problem is based on equalizing clock rates
as well as offsets. Also, the scope which we are working on really affects the decision
we take. A global scope, aiming a total m of all nodes in a network is mainly different
to a local scope, in which nodes are only synchronized with neighboring nodes. As our
application has a need of measuring delays in between any pair of nodes in the network
(e.g. nodes which are 5 hops away) the second scenario must be proposed, having the goal
of global timescale throughout the whole network.
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Along the past years many algorithms focusing on wireless sensor networks have tried
to sort out his complex setback which affects many processes[SiYe04]. Certain algorithms
have tried to just handle the problem by forming first a hierarchical topology of the network
(by using levels which are relative to hop distance to the synchronizer root node) and then
exchanging two way-messages with their above level nodes. Therefore at the end of the
process all nodes are synchronized in a global scope.

The solution we have proposed is very familiar to the algorithm proposed by Elson, Girod
and Estrin[JEEs], which focuses on an estimation of relative clock drifts on time. This
scheme called Reference Broadcast Synchronization, mainly known as RBS, is based on
the idea of removing the sender’s nondeterminism. This non-determinism affects mainly
to other protocols which use two-way message exchanging. The exact time at which the
the messages are sent may vary considerably due to possible interferences or internal
architecture problems, distorting the value of timestamping of messages and therefore
affecting the overall synchronization protocol. RBS, however, as it uses a third-party
sender or node, does not let affect these critical situations and it only depends basically on
the propagation time from sender to receiver. Assuming the simplest situation for an RBS
protocol, we will have two nodes to be synchronized and a third-party mote which will send
the synchronization beacons. In this case, the independent mote will send a pulse to both
nodes. Once the receivers have processed this pulse they will exchange the information
(the receiving times) and will estimate their relative offset. Of course, this scenario can be
extended to more nodes as well as incrementing the beacons over a certain period of time,
gaining therefore a more accurate estimation between realtive offsets. In addition, relative
clock skews can also be estimated when receiving several pulses and performing a least-
squares lineal regression of all the observations made. The only possible acuraccy error
that may appear will be the one concerning the variation of propagation times between
the nodes and the third-party node. Nevertheless, if we unify all nodes close to each other
when starting the synchronization process, the close range to the independent mote as well
as the speed of light at which travels the electromagnetic wave will make this error totally
negligible.

The main idea is therefore to basically make all local clocks in the network run unsynchro-
nized but synchronize them whenever necessary. However, when working on a global scope
it is completeley necessary to get to know all the relative offsets and drifts between any
pair of nodes in the network, bringing us to two main problems which are on the origin
of the wireless sensor nodes. Assuming that we are working with m nodes and that we
have programmed an independent node to send synchronization beacons using a broad-
cast address, when receiving the beacon pulse, all of the nodes will have to exchange the
information with the rest of the nodes in order to make a proper estimation of the relative
offset and skew between each other. The number of total messages (TM) to be exchanged
for each pulse received then will be:

TM = m(m− 1) (3.4)

Of course, when deploying a high scale sensor network the number of messages exchanged
may get to huge levels. In order make things clear, should a synchronization process be
carried out with this algorithm in 100 nodes and a total of 20 observations, this would
mean that for every synchronization beacon received 9900 (100×99) messages would have
to be exchanged and for the total algorithm to be performed a total of 19800 messages
(20 × 990) would be necessary. First, a very precise delay should be introduced in every
post-beacon exchange message which would further delay the total process and secondly,
the amount of energy wasted in this resource-constrained devices is simply unaffordable.
In addition, it must not be forgotten that the fact of having just approximately 10KB of
RAM makes this algorithm very costly in terms of memory space.
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In our implementation we have removed these setbacks by focusing on a unique clock ref-
erence and by acquiring the drift and offset of any node relative to this reference(equation
3.5). The main idea behind our algorithm is based on the RBS protocol but with two main
differences:

1. Centralized synchronization: making use of the main node which is attached to the
centralized computer, all the timing values obtained from any other node in the
network will be translated to this mote’s internal clock value. Therefore, after the
synchronization period is over only the main computer itself will know how the
different clocks behave in terms of drift and offset relative to its connected mote. All
nodes will therefore run unsynchronized at any time. The fact of making centralized
decisions and operations in a computer makes nodes needless of extra memory space
to store the relative drifts and offset values.

2. Forecasting : the algorithm is divided into three phases. The first one, synchroniza-
tion phase, is the main part of the scheme in which the results are stored and then
sent back to the computer. The second one focuses on obtaining the drift behaviors
of the clock nodes relative to the one attached to the computer. The behaviors them-
selves will determine the least-square linear regression calculation which will then be
used to make a correct estimation of how the internal clocks behave as time goes by.
The third and the last one is based on the idea of forecasting: an internal timer in the
computer will start counting how much time has passed since the synchronization
phase ended and will calculate the exact phase offset at any time for any node in the
network.


C1

C2
...
Cn

 = C1 ·


1
d12
...
d1n

 +


0
o12
...
o1n

 (3.5)

The initial scenario is composed of one independent mote which stands next to the com-
puter and whose main goal is to send synchronization beacons over a certain period of
time. When carrying out the synchronization process all nodes are initially placed to-
gether and whenever the user requires via the centralized computer, an order is sent to
the beacon-sender (independent mote) to start sending beacons periodically. The initial
beacon is used to start a millisecond timer in all of the nodes and the rest of the beacons
are used to timestamp and store the value of every local timer at the time of receiving
each beacon. Once the last beacon is received the main computer will first request to the
node plugged to the computer for its timestamp values and it will store them and use them
as the reference clock (tref ). Once the renference timestamps are known the request will
move on to the rest of the m nodes, each of them sending its values to the computer one
at a time. For each received series of values, it substracts them to the ones obtained with
the reference clock, obtaining the relative drift and offset with a linear regression process.

f(β0j , β1j) =

n∑
i=1

[trefi − (β0j + β1j · tij)]2 for j=1 to m (3.6)


∂

∂β0j
(
n∑
i=1

[trefi − (β0j + β1j · tij)]2) = 0

∂
∂β1j

(
n∑
i=1

[trefi − (β0j + β1j · tij)]2) = 0
(3.7)
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(3.8)

Of course, it can be observed that in a perfect scenario in which there is no skew in
between different clocks, the difference of timestamps would be zero. In order to make a
proper observation of the drifts relative to the reference, we decided to send a total of 80
beacons with an interval of 15 seconds, obtaining clock behaviors for the first 20 minutes.
Nevertheless, we observed several non deterministic values which were due to possible
interferences and/or noise in the medium. This unpredictable situation made us think of
how to gain more robustness in order to make a proper estimation. A posible solution
would be performing several synchronization processes one after another. However, the
fact of having to wait such a long time (20min×num observations) discarded this option.
Thus, we decided that instead of using a unique timestamp for each beacon interval (in
our case 15s) we could increment the number of beacons that are sent in this period. In
this way, for every beacon period of 15 seconds 5 different sub-beacons (i = 1 to 5) are
sent with an interval of approximately 50 milliseconds. Making use of these sub-beacons
we can calculate the mean value obtained for every beacon period of 15 seconds, obtaining
a more precise value(figure 3.9 & equation 3.9).

0s
t1,1 t2,1 t80,1

15s 30s 20m

0s
t1,2 t2,2 t80,2

15s 30s 20m

0s
t1,5 t2,5 t80,5

15s 30s 20m

50ms

Figure 3.9: Timestamp Mean Calculation

tj =
5∑
i=1

tj,i
5

(3.9)

Once the synchronization phase and the clock drift linear regression calculation for every
node is performed(figure 3.10), the forecasting phase will do the rest. Nodes can be placed
anywhere and carry out their own delay and timing calculation without worrying about the
synchronization. As all the values and results have to be processed by the computer,the
main program in the PC will recalculate these values by substracting the offset at any
time for any node which has formed part of the process. The performance of the algorithm
proposed can be accurately observed in figure 3.11 in where by measuring the mean delay
between two nodes in the network over time a comparison is made before and after making
use of the synchronization protocol. As it can be observed, the overall synchronization
scheme does provide a broad set of requirements which cannot be ignored when working
with wireless sensor networks. Thus, regarding energy efficieny and memory space, the
limited energy resources have been delicately considered by decreasing the number of
messages to be exchanged and by drastically reducing calculation at the nodes themselves.
Also, the fact of centralizing all the operations and creating a prediction model offers us
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the possibility of using the synchronization algorithm just once in a long period of time,
reducing future synchronization updates as other protocols do.
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double timestamp [ 8 0 ] , d r i f t d a t a [NUM NODES] [ 8 0 ] ;
//Timestamp s t o r e s MD re f e rence c l o ck va lue s . Dr i f t d a t a the o f f s e t s
double c o e f f [ 2 ] , c l o c k c o r r e c t [NUM NODES ] [ 2 ] ;
//Clock cor r ec t i on : polynomial c o e f f i c i e n t s f o r each mote
. . .

//When r e c e i v i n g timestamp r e s u l t s f o r each mote :
pos1=node ID search ( mote , l i s t n o d e s c o r r ,NUM NODES) ; //Vector po s i t i on fo r mote
. . .
for ( i =0; i <80; i ++){

d r i f t d a t a [ pos1 ] [ i ]= t imemi l l i−timestamp [ i ] ; // Ca l cu la t e o f f s e t f o r each timestamp
}
. . .
p o l y n o m i a l f i t (80 ,2 , vector , dr i f t t emp , c o e f f ) ; //GSL l i b func t i on . Linear r e g r e s s i on
c l o c k c o r r e c t [ pos1 ][0]=− c o e f f [ 0 ] ;
c l o c k c o r r e c t [ pos1 ][1]=− c o e f f [ 1 ] ; // c o e f f [ 1 ] w i l l be the va lue dependent on time
. . .

t i m e i n i t i a l=time (NULL) ; //We s to r e the time of synchron i za t ion process ending

// Forecas t ing . When r e c e i v i n g a time measurement :
t ime end=time (NULL) ;
e l apsed=time end−t i m e i n i t i a l ; //We compute how much time has passed ( seconds )
minute=e lapsed /15 ; //To 15 second convers ion
. . .
pos1=node ID search ( mote1 , l i s t n o d e s c o r r ,NUM NODES) ;
pos2=node ID search ( mote2 , l i s t n o d e s c o r r ,NUM NODES) ;
co r r1=c l o c k c o r r e c t [ pos1 ] [ 0 ] + minute∗ c l o c k c o r r e c t [ pos1 ] [ 1 ] ; //Mote1 cor r ec t i on
cor r2=c l o c k c o r r e c t [ pos2 ] [ 0 ] + minute∗ c l o c k c o r r e c t [ pos2 ] [ 1 ] ; //Mote2 cor r ec t i on
t i m e r e s u l t+=cor r1+cor r2 ;

Listing 3.2: Linear Regression calculation for forecasting at the centralized PC

The synchronization process implemented offers the clear advantage of eliminating all
updating synchronization protocols as others do in order to make continuous offset cor-
rections. Consequently, the fact of working with a prediction model in the main program,
and hence using resources from a computer, makes motes reduce energy consumption as
well as liberating resources throughout all the network deployment.
On the other hand, an extra mote is used in order to carry out the synchronization im-
plementation by acquiring the role of the beacon synchronizer. The previous one will not
be able to synchronize along with the other motes and will therefore not be used in our
deployment.

3.4 Link Local Delay

The fact of having asymmetric links in many wireless sensor deployments made us think of
implementing another tool rather than ping tool provided by the Internet Control Message
Protocol (ICMP) echo request packet. Indeed, even if ping measurement makes a good
report on whether a certain node is reachable at any time, the delay obtained represents a
go and back way which is mainly used in symmetric links. Therefore, our main approach
has been to consider only one-way delay from source to destination. Also, as working with
resource constrained devices, all calculations (mean values, jitter and efficiency) have been
carried out at the main application in the centralized computer in order to reduce working
load on the motes.
Besides, as a local delivery as it is, all of the packets exchanged between source and des-
tination use a link-local delivery destination address. In fact, even if working with an
RPL storing mode scenario, when using IP site-local addresses, packets would probably
be routed first to an upper rank node before getting to the destination. In this case, all
the delay values between these two supposed direct range nodes would be completely dis-
torted.
The final mean delay value is calculate depending on the requirements of the user. Indeed,
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as plenty of services may require low delays in between direct range nodes, the mean will
only take into consideration all the packets that have been received below a certain time-
out. Regarding the number of pings to be sent, due to memory size constraints in terms
of RAM, a maximum of 200 packet values can be saved.
The type of messages implemented are the following one:

typedef nx s t ruc t message ping {
nx u in t8 t type ;
nx u int16 t source ; // Source TOS NODE ID
nx u int16 t dest ; // D e s t i n a t i o n TOS NODE ID
nx u int16 t seq ; // Sequence f o r every PING
nx u int16 t p ings ; //Number o f p ings to be sen t
nx u int16 t timeout ; //Timeout to be used by source
nx u int32 t source t ime ; // Source timestamp
nx u int32 t des t t ime ; // D e s t i n a t i o n timestamp

}message ping ;

typedef nx s t ruc t r e s u l t s {
nx u in t8 t type ;
nx u in t8 t seq ;
nx u int16 t source ; // Source TOS NODE ID
nx u int16 t dest ; // D e s t i n a t i o n TOS NODE ID
nx u in t8 t num; //Number o f ” r e s u l t s ” type messages
nx u int16 t p ings ; //Number o f p ings
nx u int32 t de lay [ 2 0 ] ;
nx u int32 t p i n g l o s s ; // Pings l o s t f i e l d

} r e s u l t s ;

The main thing to be observed in the previous messages implemented is the fact of handling
properly the maximum payload of 6LoWPAN. In fact, as approximately 100 Bytes are the
maximum value of data to be sent without being fragmented and in order to make things
easier, in every results packet, a group of 20 delay values have been used. This message
will be used after all the delay measurements are taken and the destination node will start
sending these results back to the centralized computer via the MD node.
Once the user has introduced all of the parameters required, the process goes as it follows:

1. First and foremost,a handshake is performed between the MD node and both of the
motes (source and destination) in order to check that both of them are not out of
reach.

2. MD mote sends a ping message to the source node which will be processed and
interpreted as the start of a new link local process delay.

3. Source node starts sending pings to the destination. For each message sent, the
source timestamps it by making an entry in the source time field of the packet with
its local time. Before transmitting it fires a timeout according to the one specified
by the user.

4. As soon as the destination receives the packet, it also timestamps it by itself in the
destination time field with its local time and saves the substraction value between
source and destination time along with its sequence number. It must be pointed out
here that both source and destination act as if being synchronized. whereas in the
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real scenario this substraction value will be converted to its original value by the
centralized computer program which controls the synchronization issue.

5. Followed, a ping acknowledgment type of message is sent bak to the source. Thanks
to this, the source will know when to send the next packet sequence. Also, if the
timeout has been fired before receiving the acknowledgment or even any of the ac-
knowledgment or the ping message is lost, then the source will consider it to have
been lost and sends the next sequence packet. When considering a packet loss an
obvious approach would be by simply marking a zero value in the delay[seq] vector
position. Nevertheless, as mentioned before, the fact of both nodes running unsyn-
chronized may actually enable of having a result of zero when substracting both time
values. Thus, another scheme is provided in where for every packet lost a certain bit
gets the value of 1. A simple example can be seen on table 3.2 where out of a total
of 5 pings sequence number 0,1 and 4 packets are assumed as lost.
As it can be observed, the least significant bit shows the information on the highest

1 1 0 0 1

4 3 2 1 0

Table 3.2: Bit register example

sequence number packet which is mainly due to a process of bit shifting that can be
observed in code 3.3. Besides, the fact of having a maximum of 200 ping measure-
ments makes impossible of using a unique C language data type to handle all the
data concerning packet loss. Also, because of sending the ping results in groups of
20, 32 bit values are used for each group of them. For every ping number, making
use of these 32 bit types and depending on the success or failure of the reception
of the packet,a 0 or a 1 will be added before shifting the whole 32 bit field. This
process will be carried out at the destination node when receiving a ping sequence
number different to the one expected to come:

. . .
i f ( ping . seq==0){ seq =0;}// I n i t i a l i z e sequence counter
i f ( ping . seq != seq ){ // Previous ping l o s t

p i n g l o s s [ seq /20]++; // Value o f 1 e q u a l s to be l o s t
p i n g l o s s [ seq /20]= p i n g l o s s [ seq /20]<<1; // S h i f t
seq=ping . seq ;

}
seq++;
. . .

Listing 3.3: Bit shifting process

6. Once the sequence number gets to the number of pings stated by the user, the source
sends a process finished message back to the MD node.

7. Finally, the MD node will ask to the destination node to send him back the results
obatined for each sequence number.

8. As specified in (quote:sync problem), the synchronization problem is solved by sub-
stracting the relative offset of both destination and source at the time of receiving
the results:
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. . .
t ime end=time (NULL) ;
e l apsed =(double ) ( time end−t i m e i n i t i a l ) ;
minute=e lapsed ;
minute /=15;
co r r1=c l o c k c o r r e c t [ pos2 ] [ 0 ] + minute∗ c l o c k c o r r e c t [ pos2 ] [ 1 ] ;
co r r2=c l o c k c o r r e c t [ pos1 ] [ 0 ] + minute∗ c l o c k c o r r e c t [ pos1 ] [ 1 ] ;
. . .
de lay [ i+value ]= delay [ i+value ]+ corr1−cor r2 ;

9. After correcting all timing values, values are processed by calculating the mean
delay,jitter and efficiency as well as showing them on screen and plotting them via
gnuplot :

for (p=0;p<num pings ; p++){
value=p i n g l o s s [ p/20]>>(20−pos %20);
va lue=value&0x1 ; // Checking i f packe t l o s t

i f ( de lay [ p]< t imeout && value !=1){
z++;
∗mean delay+=delay [ p ] ;
i f ( de lay [ p]>∗max){∗max=delay [ p ] ; }
i f ( de lay [ p]<∗min){∗min=delay [ p ] ; }

} }
. . .
∗mean delay=∗mean delay/z ;
for (p=0;p<num pings ; p++){

i f ( de lay [ p]< t imeout && delay [ p ] !=0){
∗dev+=pow( de lay [ p]−∗mean delay , 2 ) ; }

}
∗dev=s q r t (∗ dev /( num pings −1)) ;
∗ d a t a l o s s =(100∗ z )/ num pings ;} // Expressed as a percentage

Statistics: Node 3 -> Node 4
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3.5 Path Delay

Considering a multi-hop network, packets usually jump across different nodes before get-
ting to the root or sink in order to carry out collection processing or what it is known
as multipoint-to-point communication. Also, asumming that any pair of nodes want to
communicate with each other despite being each of them out of both ranges, they will
have to go through different intermediate motes before getting to the destination point.
Thus, every different traffic pattern, as described in section 2.1.2, will at most times make
use of a bridge node to get to its final endpoint. Timing may considerably increase in
these kind of scenarios in which proper routing decisions must be carried out in all the
different intermediate nodes. In fact, as what routing decisions have been taken are usually
invisible to the user a proper implementation not only makes timing calculations between
2 endpoints but also performs a proper study of what kind of path has the packet followed
as well as how long it has taken to be processed by every link inside the total path.
When making the implementation of the path delay measurements we found out that pack-
ets flowing across any intermediate node could not be modified by the nodes themselves.
Only a certain interface is currently provided in BLIP(ForwardingEvents.nc) which allows
the routing protocol to look at a packet as it flows through. As soon as the forwarding
engine has determined its routing decision, an event is fired showing the content of the
packet and the next hop it will use as a gateway to the destination node. Therefore, we
decided to perform the routing decisions by ourselves, using the routing table provided by
BLIP and determined by RPL routing protocol.

1. As for every process, a handshake process is performed between the MD and both
source and final destination.

2. After getting to know that both nodes are not out of reach path delay process starts
by looking up the routing table. BLIP actually offers the possibility of making
manual modifications to this table and also having a look at what nodes are in our
range. As any IP routing table, for every destination a next-hop entry is stated and
if the IP address of the final endpoint does not appear a default gateway is defined.
Of course, as the MD node advertises itself as the root node or the sink network, a
default route is not shown and all endpoints will appear in its routing table. Interface
ForwardingEngine.nc provides getTable command which returns a pointer to a series
of routing entries:

command struct r ou t e en t ry ∗ getTable ( int ∗ s i z e ) ;

struct r ou t e en t ry {
int v a l i d : 1 ; /∗ t a b l e entry i s v a l i d ∗/
r ou t e key t key ; /∗ entry ID ∗/
struct in6 addr p r e f i x ; /∗ d e s t i n a t i o n ∗/
u i n t 8 t p r e f i x l e n ; /∗ num b i t s o f d e s t to match∗/
struct in6 addr next hop ; /∗ next hop∗/
u i n t 8 t i f i n d e x ; /∗ i n t e r f a c e used ∗/

} ;

Going back to the implementation, the MD node will send an order for the source
to start the path delay process.

3. Once the source receives this packet it will first timestamp with its own local time
and will make an entry in traceroute message type by saving its TOS NODE ID
along with its local time value. Once it has checked that its own ID does not match
the destination address it will start going along all the routing table by checking
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the prefix field on every routing entry returned by the getTable command. If the IP
address of the final destination has been matched, then the packet will be sent to
the next hop address appeared in its routing entry. If not, default gateway will be
used(code3.5).

typedef nx s t ruc t t r a c e r o u t e {
nx u int16 t ID ;
nx u int32 t timestamp ;

} t r a c e r o u t e ;

typedef nx s t ruc t t raceroute msg {
nx u in t8 t type ;
nx u int16 t s r c ; // Source TOS NODE ID
nx u int16 t des t ; // D e s t i n a t i o n TOS NODE ID
nx u in t8 t num hops ;
t r a c e r o u t e t r a c e r o u t e [ 1 5 ] ; //Maximum 15 hops

} t raceroute msg ;

Listing 3.4: Trace Route message type

. . .
t r a c e . t r a c e r o u t e [ t r a c e . num hops ] . ID=TOS NODE ID;
t r a c e . t r a c e r o u t e [ t r a c e . num hops ] . timestamp=g lo ba l t i me ;
. . .
t r a c e . num hops++;
r o u t i n g t a b l e=c a l l ForwardingTable . getTable(& s i z e ) ;
s p r i n t f ( bu f f e r , ” f e c 0 : : ” ) ;
i n e t p ton6 ( s t r c a t ( bu f f e r , i t o a ( t r a c e . dest , s t r i ng , 1 6 ) ) , &dest . s in6 addr ) ;

for ( i =0; i<s i z e ; i ++){
i f (memcmp(& r o u t i n g t a b l e [ i ] . p r e f i x ,& dest . s in6 addr , s izeof ( des t . s in6 addr ))==0){
memcpy(&dest . s in6 addr ,& r o u t i n g t a b l e [ i ] . next hop , s izeof ( des t . s in6 addr ) ) ;
c a l l L i s t en . sendto(&dest ,& trace , s izeof ( t r a c e ) ) ;
r e su l t matched=TRUE;
break ;

. . .
i f ( ! r e su l t matched ){ //Must forward through the d e f a u l t route

s p r i n t f ( bu f f e r , ” : : ” ) ;
i n e t p ton6 ( bu f f e r , &dest . s in6 addr ) ;

for ( i =0; i<s i z e ; i ++){ //Find d e f a u l t route and send
i f (memcmp(& r o u t i n g t a b l e [ i ] . p r e f i x ,& dest . s in6 addr , s izeof ( des t . s in6 addr ))==0){

memcpy(&dest . s in6 addr ,& r o u t i n g t a b l e [ i ] . next hop , s izeof ( des t . s in6 addr ) ) ;
c a l l L i s t en . sendto(&dest ,& trace , s izeof ( t r a c e ) ) ;

. . .

Listing 3.5: Routing table process

When checking the correct implementation, it can be osberved that when forwarding
a packet to its next hop, link-local delivery adresses are used as next-hop fields due
to its local scope or direct range.

4. The previous process is repeated for each intermediate hop by which the packet flows
through. Once the packet gets to its final endpoint, the destination node sends back
the trace message type back to the MD node which will be processed by the main
program in the PC. Besides, the MD node calls a timeout before each ping request
is sent and, making use of the bit-register implementation explained in the previous
section for local-delay measurement, for every packet lost it will mark its bit position
with a value of 1.
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5. All timing values will be translated to the global reference clock -MD clock- by
susbstracting the relative offset at the time of packet reception. Also, the timing
values will be shown on screen along with the trace path followed from source to
destination. Of course, the user will take certain decisions at the beginning on how
many path delay measurements are going to be taken which will determine if another
path request will be sent to the source node.

6. Once the last measurement is taken, as described in section 3.4, mean value, jitter...
values will be calculated and shown in a graphic mode Also, using graphviz flow
plotting an image will show the path the packet follows from one endpoint to the
other.

3.6 Signal Strength

Wireless devices context cannot be fully achieved by ignoring the signal strength value of
any link in a certain multi hop network. Full efficiency can only be obtained by gaining a
full understanding of the link qualities not only in terms of timing issues but also by the
power loss in between both endpoints. As shown in chapter 2.2 TinyOS operating system
along with its CC2420 radio transceiver provides RSSI parameter which can be checked
at any time making a proper reading from the register used.
In order to carry out proper measurements of signal strengths, the user can anytime choose
two different endpoints which should obviously compose a direct link. Thus, local-delivery
IP addresses will be used in order to communicate both source and destination. Also, the
user will be able to decide the number of measurements to be taken ranging from 1 to 85.

typedef nx s t ruc t s i g n a l s t r e n g t h {
nx u in t8 t type ;
nx u int16 t source ;
nx u int16 t dest ;
nx u in t8 t seq ;
nx u in t8 t num; //number o f p a c k e t s to exchange (max : 8 5 )
nx u in t8 t r s s i [ 8 5 ] ;

} s i g n a l s t r e n g t h ;

Listing 3.6: Signal strength packet type

Once the user decides to check the quality of a certain link in the multi hop network and
handshake is performed with both endpoints, source starts sending signal strength packet
types to the destination mote. For every packet received the other end-link reads the value
of the RSSI register by making use of the IP metadata information brought along by the
UDP recvfrom event:

struct ip6 metadata {
i e e e 1 5 4 a d d r t sender ;
u i n t 8 t l q i ;
u i n t 8 t r s s i ;

} ;

event void Li s t en . recvfrom ( . . . struct ip6 metadata ∗meta ) { . . . }

Listing 3.7: Metadata structure

Source mote will wait for a certain period of time (WAIT TIME) before transmitting the
next packet sequence. First and foremost, this is done in order to let the transmission buffer
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empty itself, which is just 128 bytes big, as well as giving the reception node some time
to process the previous sequence message and store its RSSI value transmitter. Secondly
and mainly, as a certain user may want to check a mobility scenario in where any of the
endpoints (or both) are moving while taking the measurements the transmitter also gives
some time in order to make it possible. As it can be seen in our code, the role of both
transmitter and receiver is clear: the transmitter in a send and wait behavior and the
receiver in a read and store mode:

//Transmitter :
event void S igna lS t r ength . f i r e d ( ) {

seq++;
i f ( seq != r e q u e s t s t r e n g t h .num){

r e q u e s t s t r e n g t h . type=SIGNAL STRENGTH;
r e q u e s t s t r e n g t h . seq=seq ;
s p r i n t f ( bu f f e r , ” f e80 : : 2 2 : f f : f e00 : ” ) ;
i n e t p ton6 ( s t r c a t ( bu f f e r , i t o a ( r e q u e s t s t r e n g t h . dest , s t r i ng , 1 6 ) ) , &dest . s in6 addr ) ;
c a l l L i s t en . sendto(&dest ,& reque s t s t r eng th , s izeof ( r e q u e s t s t r e n g t h ) ) ; //Send
c a l l S i gna lS t r ength . startOneShot (WAIT TIME) ; //Wait

}
. . .
//Receiver :
i f ( i f ( ( r e q u e s t s t r e n g t h . seq +1)!= r e q u e s t s t r e n g t h .num){

s i g s t r e n g t h . seq++;
s i g s t r e n g t h . r s s i [ r e q u e s t s t r e n g t h . seq ]=meta−>r s s i ; //Read and Store

}

Link-local IP address use here is essential in order to prevent packets flowing through an
intermediate node before getting to the final endpoint. As we have described before in
section 2.1.2, 2 endpoints with a same rank value in any BLIP multi-hop network making
use of RPL protocol may forward the packet to any of its parent nodes before getting
to the destination mote. Therefore, in order not to have a distorted value of the signal
strength, link-local delivery IP address is used which prevents from going all over the rout-
ing table searching for a next-hop entry value. Figure 3.13 shows an example in where the
difference can be observed. Despite having a direct link between nodes 3 and 5, making
use of site-local addressing and therefore making use of routing tables, would send a packet
through node 7 and consequently compute and store the received power from 5 to 7 and
not from 3 to 5 as expected initially. On the other hand, link-local delivery would avoid
taking routing table decisions and the packet would be directly sent to the destination node.

As with other measurements, values are stored and processed by the centralized computer
and the main program will charge the values into the gnuplot tool as well as calculating
mean,jitter and maximum values. CC2420 specifies in its datasheet[RF] that all the data
obtained from the RSSI VAL 8 bit register comes in a signed 2’s complement mode as well
as with an OFFSET value of -45 dBm. Thus, all values coming from metadata field must
previously have a conversion:

. . .
//P = RSSI VAL − RSSI OFFSET [dBm] . RSSI OFFSET=45
i f ( packet [15+ i ]>=128){
rss i dbm [ i ]= packet [15+ i ]−256−RSSI OFFSET ;
}
else {

rss i dbm [ i ]= packet [15+ i ]−RSSI OFFSET ;
}
. . .

Listing 3.8: Processing RSSI values on main program
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USB MD Node

Link-Local Delivery

Site-Local Delivery

3 5

7

Routing Tables

Node 3

Prefix Next Hop

fec0::5 fe80::22:ff:fe00:7

Node 7

Prefix Next Hop

fec0::5 fe80::22:ff:fe00:5

Figure 3.13: Link-local and site-local delivery comparison

Moreover, CC2420 datasheet specifies an accuracy for each RSSI reading of ±6dB. As the
information is scarce (no other knowledge is given of the type of distribution followed),
the most conservative estimation of uncertainty must be considered in where it must be
assumed that the value calculated is likely to fall anywhere in between the upper(+6dB)
and the lower(−6dB) limits. Hence, a rectangular or uniform distribution of values has to
be presumed. The uncertainty for this kind of distribution therefore will be the following:

uR =
a√
3

=
6√
3

(3.10)

All graphs involving signal strength measurements will represent also the error bars for each
measurement taken. Besides, the combined uncertainty between the standard error(SE)
of samples (the standard deviation divided by the number of observations taken) and the
uncertainty in accuracy of the readings will be calculated and shown to the end-user:

uc =
√
u2
SE + u2

R (3.11)
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Mobility scenario example.
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3.7 Noise Floor

Implementation of noise floor measurement is performed by making a reading of the RSSI
register of the CC2420 radio transceiver. Opposite to the signal strength process mea-
surement in where value readings are taken at the time of packet reception, the signal
strength indicator reading cannot be carried out by using the metadata structure. Thus,
a more manual implementation must be proposed by performing direct readings from the
transceiver register.
As stated in the previous section, RSSI values are read from the RSSI VAL 8 bit register
which comes with an extra offset of 127. Also, CC2420 datasheet[RF] specifies that the
RSSI value is always averaged over 8 symbol periods (128µs) which will be indicated by
the RSSI VALID bit status register (1 valid, 0 not valid).
TinyOS CC2420ControlC configuration provides certain interfaces which enable configur-
ing useful parameters from the radio transceiver. Among the previous we must highlight
two of them:

• CC2420Config: performs parameter configuration and reading. All operations
are split-phase meaning that long-running operations such as radio channel setting
or transmission power modification are splitted into two phases: invocation and
completion. The first one, invocating these functions, is carried out making use of
commands and when finished, an event is fired to state that the operation is over.
In this case, all CC2420Config interface command must be followed by command
sync calling which will start this split-phase execution. In this way, when the radio
transceiver has finished making the modifications necessary it will fire syncDone
event which will state that the operation has finalised.
Amid the different modification and readings which can be set: channel value reading,
channel modification, set CCA mode, set and get transmission power.

• Read: as it can be presumed from its name, it provides a reading of the RSSI
register. The configuration file wires it to the CC2420Power interface which uses the
rssi command that directly communicates with the CC2420 transceiver pins status.
After checking that the readings are correct according to the status bits the RSSI
value is returned as an 8 bit data type.

The previous two interfaces are used in order to perform RSSI register readings as well as to
set different channel modifications. Indeed, when considering making proper measurements
of noise values, a certain user may be interested not only in getting to know the value of the
noise background in its own channel but also in the one concerning the adjacent channels.
In chapter 2.3 we have studied the different channels in which TelosB motes operate by
making use of the 2.4GHz band specified in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. 16 possible
channels may be used ranging from 2.405 to 2.48 Ghz:

fc = 2405 + 5 · (k − 11)MHz k=11 to 26 (3.12)

We have managed to implement a proper noise background measurement by offering the
end user the possibility of choosing the node ID in which to go through all the band
channel and calculating the mean noise value on each on them of 127 total measurements.
Interferences and background noise do not usually appear in a very constant way nor in a
deterministic mode. Randomness can make noise affect the system any time. Thus, when
making a comprehensive study of how noise floor can affect our system first a series of
observations must be taken on every channel. Once having these observations for channels
11 to 26, a mean value should be calculated which would represent how the channel itself
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is affected by the noise in the medium.
The obvious proposal made us think of implementing an arithmetic mean over all the
observations taken. Nevertheless, as interferences ocurr at a specific time for a very short
time, it is possible that at most times, out of 127 samples only 2 or 3 values will show that
the channel may be heavily affected by background noise. Therefore, should an arithmetic
mean be used, we would not observate clearly this phenomena. Capturing one or two
values bigger than the CCA threshold parameter should warn the end user that possible
interferences and time delays may happen in that channel. As the arithmetic average
does not let us see this effect, we initially had a thought of obtaining the maximum value
on every channel for all the 127 samples taken. Maximum values however do not usually
represent the tendency or the behavior of a certain channel in terms of noise. For instance,
let us assume the example on figure 3.15. All three devices in this example operate in the

USB MD Node

Figure 3.15: Background noise example

same frequency band on different frequency channels. Now, as it can be seen in the image
the three different devices differ from each other on the use: on the one hand, the wireless
sensor node is the MD mote which is used to take observations of the background noise on
every channel. On the other hand, the wireless router provides the centralized computer
with internet connection and the bluetooth device is used as a mobile phone headset. Table
3.3 shows 10 different RSSI observations made for both wireless devices. A transmission
behavior can be easily observed by taking a look at the value of the samples taken: while the
router continuosly keeps sending data packets into the medium, the bluetooth headphone,
which suffers from mobility and less distance range, only affects observations 5 and 6.
Nevertheless, the fact of showing the worst case value (-34 dBm for the bluetooth device
against -62 dBm for the router) will make the end user think that the channel in which
the headphone operates is in terms of background noise more adverse than the one for the
router. Indeed, considering that the CCA threshold value stands on -77 dBm, out of a
total of 10 observations 7 exceed this level (70%) for the IEEE 802.11 device whereas for
the Bluetooth one only 1 (10%) goes beyond. Therefore, it is clearly seen that a maximum
value implementation did not fit our needs. How could we represent then a channel noise
behavior in a correct way so as to make bigger values have a stronger representation
or influence in the final result? Arithmetic mean, as mentioned before, carries no kind
of ponderation and consequently all set of data has the same influence. Also, using a
ponderated arithmetic mean would need to make certain ponderations before hand which
would make things more complicated.
All things considered, we made use of the harmonic mean, equation 3.13, which suited
best our necessity. In fact, since the harmonic mean of a set of data values tends heavily
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Sample IEEE 802.11 Router Bluetooth Headset

1 -95 -91

2 -95 -95

3 -75 -91

4 -69 -91

5 -64 -34

6 -63 -78

7 -62 -91

8 -72 -95

9 -75 -94

10 -92 -94

Table 3.3: Background noise example observations in dBm

toward the least elements of the set, it exacerbates the influence of the smaller data. As
we are working mainly with negative numbers and considering the fact that we want to
make the mean result to tend to the biggest values, the implementation converts all the
list of noise data values to positive previously, calculates the harmonic mean and finally
reconverts this result into a negative number.

x̄ =
n

1
x1

+ 1
x2

+ · · ·+ 1
xn

=
n
n∑
i=1

1
xi

(3.13)

CC2420 specification for the register value states that when a reading is not performed
properly due to any unknown reason, then all the bits in the 8 bit register equal to 1
(value of 255). Therefore, noise observations on every channel will be accepted when hav-
ing a value of less than 255 and when calculating the harmonic mean, the n parameter
on equation number 3.13 will not equal the total of observations taken but the number of
correct samples observed.
Following the previous example let us make a comparison between what the result would
look like when making use of different calculations. Table 3.4 shows the different values
obtained for four different cases: arithmetic mean, geometric mean, harmonic mean and
maximum value.
Average type comparison shows the main reason of the harmonic mean implementation

Calculation IEEE 802.11 Router (dBm) Bluetooth Headset (dBm)

Arithmetic mean -76.2 -85.4

Geometric mean -75.22 -82.44

Harmonic mean -74.29 -77.81

Maximum value -62 -34

Table 3.4: Average type comparison

in which the behavior of both channels is represented in a better way. In spite of having
a worst case value (maximum) on the channel of the headset, the harmonic mean will still
help us know that the router device could affect severely to our system, having its value
beyond the CCA threshold. At the same time, the fact of having such a high observation
value (-34 dBm) on the headset channel has a considerable influence on the harmonic mean
calculation. Indeed, out of the three different types of Pythagorean averages, the harmonic
mean represents always the lowest value for any series of positive values and at the same
time the highest value for any set of negative numbers. The latter must be calculated,
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as previously mentioned, by first converting the list of observations in positive values and
afterwards by calculating its mean. Finally, reconverting the result into a negative value
will provide us with a worst case average scenario.
Once the mean values on each channel (from 11 to 26) are calculated, the initial channel
will be restored and the results will be sent to the MD node which will represent the values
on screen as well as plotting them relative to the CCA threshold value (figure 3.16).

// I n i t i a l :
my channel=c a l l CC2420Config . getChannel ( ) ; // Store channel o f use
i =11; // i w i l l be incremented each time fo r each channel
r e t r a n s =0;
post readRss i ( ) ;
. . .
//Completion o f Sp l i t−Phase Read Rssi operat ion :
event void ReadRssi . readDone ( e r r o r t r e s u l t , u i n t 1 6 t no i s e ){
. . .
i f ( no i se <255){ n o i s e i n d e x [ i −11]++; //Control the number o f co r r ec t measurements

noise temp [ i −11]+=1/( f loat )(−1∗( no i se −127−45));}
i ++; // Increment channel
c a l l CC2420Config . setChannel ( i ) ;
c a l l CC2420Config . sync ( ) ; }
. . .
//Completion o f Sp l i t−Phase Parameter Se t t i n g operat ion :
event void CC2420Config . syncDone ( e r r o r t e r r o r ){ // Sp l i t−phase completed
i f ( e r r o r==SUCCESS){

i f ( i !=0){ post readRss i ( ) ; }
else { //Process f i n i s h e d
for ( i =0; i <16; i ++){

noise temp [ i ]= n o i s e i n d e x [ i ] / noise temp [ i ] ;
∗( f loat ∗)&temp=−noise temp [ i ] ;
n o i s e f l o o r . no i s e [ i ]=temp ;
}

c a l l L i s t en . sendto(&dest ,& n o i s e f l o o r , s izeof ( n o i s e f l o o r ) ) ; //Send r e s u l t s
}

else { c a l l CC2420Config . sync ( ) ; } } // I f ERROR repeat

Listing 3.9: RSSI noise floor reading process motes
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Obviously, the uncertainty due to the accuracy error of the readings will be provided to
the user on the screen.

3.8 Measurement comparison

When working with link quality measurements often a statistical approach is useful in or-
der to take certain decisions. Indeed, a correct efficient performance measurement should
always make proper comparisons in between different links and paths in a multi hop net-
work. In fact, if the main aim of an end user is the full understanding of the status of
a network at any time as well as getting to know the best way of deploying a network,
measurement comparisons may be very useful in order to gain further efficiency. Pair
comparisons are also profitable in a context in which link delay and signal strength as-
symetries may appear[R.P.] and consequently a unique way of quantifying this simmetry.
Thus, assuming a simple network of 4 nodes (node A,B and C plus the MD node) we could
check whether A and B form an asymmetric link in terms of delay and power reception,
whether A and C have the same path delay and further on.
We decided to firmly implement a tool which would not only take a series of samples,
calculate its maximum,minimum,mean values, but also compare all these results with oth-
ers. In order to do that many statistical theories are offered. However, making a first
supposition that most of the populations which we were working with followed a normal
distribution, we determined that the paired t-test provided the best solution to our needs.
This test is used in many different fields and cases to make a comparison between two
population means where you have two samples in which observations of both samples can
be paired with each other.

3.8.1 Paired t-test procedure

Suppose a sample of a total of n time values taken from performing local delay measure-
ment both from node A to B and node B to A. We would like to know whether the direct
link shows a certain degree of asymmetry in terms of delay measurement. Let x be the
delay value from A to B and y the one from B to A. In order to get to know whether the
link shows a certain asymmetry the procedure is as follows:

1. For every pair of observations calculate its difference values (di = xi − yi).

2. Calculate the arithmetic mean difference: d̄ =
n∑
i=1

di
n

3. Calculate the standard deviation of the difference: sd =
n∑
i=1

(di−d̄)2

n−1

4. Calculate the standard error of the mean difference: SE(d̄) = sd√
n

5. For a certain confidence interval c in percentage, we calculate the significance level
(α parameter): c = (1− α) · 100

6. Calculate the degrees of freedom: df = n− 1

7. Looking at t-table distribution in two tails find the t point which matches both the
significance level (α) and the degrees of freedom (df).

8. The confidence interval will be: d̄± tdf ;α · sd√n or d̄± tdf ;α · SE(d̄)
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Table 3.5 offers an example of a series of observations taken from measuring the delay from
A to B (x ) and from B to A (y).
Calculating in this example the mean and standard deviation of the difference it gives:
d̄ = −1.2 and sd = 0.978
Therefore, the standard error of the difference will be: SE(d̄) = sd√

n
= 0.978√

10
= 0.309

Concerning that the degrees of freedom equals to 9 (df = 10 − 1), table 3.6 shows the
ranges for 3 different confidence intervals.

Sequence x (ms) y(ms) Difference(di) (ms)

1 22 25 -3

2 23 25 -2

3 23 24 -1

4 25 25 0

5 23 24 -1

6 24 26 -2

7 24 24 0

8 23 25 -2

9 24 23 +1

10 24 26 -2

Table 3.5: Delay measurement examples. x refers to A→ B while y to B → A

Confidence Significance level (α) t-point (tdf ;α) d̄± tdf ;α · SE(d̄) Interval (ms)

90% 0.01 1.833 −1.2± 1.833 · 0.309 (-1.766,-0.634)

95% 0.05 2.262 −1.2± 2.262 · 0.309 (-1.899,-0.501)

99% 0.1 3.25 −1.2± 3.25 · 0.309 (-2.204,-0.196)

Table 3.6: Signal strength example interval calculation

As the range does not include the null value it can be assumed that A and B compose an
asymmetric link in terms of delay. Nevertheless, the quantification of asymmetry is not
that big due to the small difference shown. Indeed, the fact of having such a lower level
(-0.196) in a 99% confidence interval shows that the asymmetry is not so obvious.
It must be pointed out that when carrying out the previous procedure for signal strength

comparison, CC2420 accuracy reading must be again brought up. Indeed, the relatively big
error accuracy shown in the RSSI register (6dB) is incremented by the fact of calculating
an indirect result of two values which suffer from this setback. Error propagation will
cause, for any difference calculated between two different independent observations (x and
y), the uncertainty to be the following:

ud =
√
u2
x + u2

y (3.14)

Besides, knowing that all RSSI readings have the same accuracy(6dB) and assuming again
the conservative idea of a uniform distribution:

ud =
√

2 · u2
x =
√

2 · ux =
√

2 · 6√
3

(3.15)

Therefore, for the t-test procedure implementation step 4 will have to take into account this
uncertainty. The standar error (SE) will have to be combined with the previous accuracy
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Figure 3.17: Comparison plotting for example 3.5

error shown. As previously demonstrated, individual standard uncertainties calculated
by Type A or Type B evaluations are commonly combined by summation in quadrature.
Thus, for a case of signal strength comparison the standard error will be the following:

SE =
√
SE2

A + SE2
B (3.16)

3.8.2 Implementation of t-test procedure

Three different kind of comparisons are made in our performance measurement: signal
strength, link-local delay and path delay comparison. All of these procedures are carried
out by duplicating the processes described in previous chapters. Therefore the user will
initially choose source and destination as well as the number of observations which will be
made for each sample. Once both samples reading is finished all the values are sent and
stored in the centralized computer and, as shown in the previous example, the differences
will be calculated for every pair of observations. GSL library (GNU Scientific Library)
provides the way of obtaining t-point values given a certain significance level(α) and a
certain degree of freedom(df)(3.10).

. . .
for ( i =0; i<num; i ++){ //Number o f ob s e r va t i ons

d e l a y d i f [ i ]= delay [ i ]−delay temp [ i ] ;
. . .
}
mean delay/=num;
for ( i =0; i<num; i ++){ dev+=pow( d e l a y d i f [ i ]−mean delay , 2 ) ; }
dev=s q r t ( dev /(num−1)) ;
dev/=s q r t (num ) ; //Standard error c a l c u l a t i o n (SE) fo r de lay comparison
. . .
dev=s q r t (2∗pow( u n c e r t a i n t y r s s i ,2)+pow( dev , 2 ) ) ; //SE for s i g n a l s t r eng t h
. . .
t 90=g s l c d f t d i s t P i n v ( 0 . 9 5 , ( double ) (num−1)) ; // t−po in t f o r 90% conf idence
t 95=g s l c d f t d i s t P i n v ( 0 . 9 7 5 , (double ) (num−1)) ; // t−po in t f o r 95% conf idence
t 99=g s l c d f t d i s t P i n v ( 0 . 9 9 5 , (double ) (num−1)) ; // t−po in t f o r 99% conf idence

low 90=mean delay−dev∗ t 90 ; up 90=mean delay+dev∗ t 90
low 95=mean delay−dev∗ t 95 ; up 95=mean delay+dev∗ t 95 ;
low 99=mean delay−dev∗ t 99 ; up 99=mean delay+dev∗ t 99 ;
. . .

Listing 3.10: Implementation of t-process



4. Testbed scenario for a multi-hop
network

We have conducted our measurements on one floor of a house building, placing the nodes
along a corridor. Picture 4.1 shows the plan where the experiments and all the measure-
ments have been taken. From left to right it shows the entrance of a building, a long
corridor of approximately 22 meters in where a pair of appartment entrances can be found
and finally the interior of a two story appartment which is considered as the central point
of our experiment. All measurements have been taken by placing the centralized computer
inside the appartment and taking the approppriate decisions according to the measure-
ment results observed via the main program.

Two main reasons have brought us to make use of this placement. First and foremost,

21.88m
3.9m

3m

5.46m

4
.9
8
m

Figure 4.1: Placement

having a long corridor enabled us deploying a string topology in where a maximum range
could be obtained. Secondly, the fact of having to move sensor nodes from one place to
another in order to make a correct deployment made us think of a small placement lo-
cation. Besides, in order to extend this experiment to a bigger range we concluded that
the best idea was to set all sensor nodes to the lowest power possible and thus prove a
high performance and big range deployment in such a small place. In fact, many sensor
network scenarios such as industry machinery deployment as well as intelligent housing
devices operate in a relatively small area working with low power transmission powers in
order to make sensor nodes more efficient in terms of reducing current consumption and
consequently being more energy efficient.
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CC2420 radio transceiver, as seen on section 3.1.2.1, offers different output power value
settings which can be observed in table 4.1.As observed, sensor nodes were programmed
at compilation time by setting the PA LEVEL register to 3 which programmed nodes to
the lowest transmission power possible: -25dBm.
A total of 7 nodes were used for our deployment. It must be pointed out that out of all

PA LEVEL Output Power(dBm) Current Consumption(mA)

31 0 17.4

27 -1 16.5

23 -3 15.2

19 -5 13.9

15 -7 12.5

11 -10 11.2

7 -15 9.9

3 -25 8.5

Table 4.1: CC2420 Output Power values

seven nodes, as timing measurements were taken, one of them was used in order to have
the role of a beacon synchronizer. The rest of them were placed on different points of the
initial location as it will be observed in the next lines. Also, one of the 6 nodes was used
as the MD node which was connected via USB to a laptop computer which acted as the
centralized computer in order to take and present all the measurements to the end user.
The following sections explain the process and steps followed in order to make a correct
high performance deployment in the scenario proposed.

4.1 Noise Floor readings and channel election

Before starting to deploy a sensor network, a proper study of the work environment has to
be made in order to have a deeper understanding of what kind of problems or situations
may crop up. Thus, we decided to start off by performing noise background readings in
different points of our location.
Figure 4.2 shows 5 different points in where the readings were taken.
All readings were taken according to strategic positions of the location. Points 1 and 2
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Figure 4.2: Noise Reading

were used in order to measure how household appliances and devices inside the appart-
ment could affect our system. Out of all possible devices shown in chapter 2.3 a WLAN
IEEE 802.11 router and a cordless phone were found. Nevertheless, the cordless phone
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specifications showed that it operated in the 1880MHz band and consequently was not
subject to the interference arising in this band from its use by 2.4GHz devices. As for the
internet acces point, the router supported all IEEE 802.11b/g/n standards and therefore
operated on the 2.4GHz ISM band.
In order to properly visualize the effect of the router device in our system we performed
two different tests with our laptop computer (figure 4.3): the first scenario considered was
leaving all internet applications in the background of our operating system. In this case,
it could be clearly observed that channels 21 to 24 suffered from a heavy noise background
subject to the IEEE 802.11 router. Being -77dBm the CCA threshold, the harmonic mean
in these channels resulted in a value of approximately 5dB below the threshold. At the
same time the rest of the channels showed values very close to the sensitivity of the CC2420
radio transceiver which confirmed a good use of this channels for our system. Regarding
the second scenario, we decided to re-scan all frequency channels but with a big context
difference: downloading at the same time a Youtube video long enough to take the same
amount of time as the noise reading procedure. As it can be observed in image 4.3 (b),
upper channels were severely affected by the router device in where the harmonic mean
value resulted in most of them above the CCA threshold. Besides, channels adjacent to
21 and 24 presented a high value in comparison to the previous scenario.
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Figure 4.3: (a) Channel noise readings with normal conditions. (b) Channel noise readings
loading a Youtube video.

Indeed, IEEE 802.11 router device operated on WLAN standard channel 11 which its fre-
quency center situated on 2.462GHz. Considering the bandwidth of 22MHz for each WiFi
frequency channel, just as explained on chapter 2.3, frequency overlapping occurs between
both 802.11 and 802.15.4 standards for channels 21 to 24.
Concerning location points 3,4 and 5, the first two were situated next to a neighbor ap-
partment where household interferences could appear whereas the latter one was used to
see whether the building entrance area could affect our deployment. However, all of them
showed very low mean values on most channels. Point 5 showed higher values for lower
channels, which coincided with the fact of being next to the entrance to the building block.
In fact, next to the building entrance a bar offered a WiFi service which was probably sub-
ject to this background noise.
All things considered, channels 25 and 26 appeared to be the most convenient frequencies
to be used. However, as mentioned before the router device situated in the appartment
could severly affect our system. Therefore, as the device was programmable in terms of
frequency channeling we decided to move the router working spectrum to the adjacent
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non-overlapping channel, enabling the proper use of channel 26 for our wireless sensor
nodes.
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Figure 4.4: Noise floor readings for channel 26 in different location points after changing channel
on wireless router.

4.2 Signal strength evaluation

After performing a proper study of the environment of work and making a correct decision
of the part of the spectrum to be used, a close look has to be made of the behavior of
the nodes. Indeed, even if programming transmission powers to the same level, most of
wireless sensors behave in a different way due to many reasons: manufacturing connections,
external antennas as well as batteries status[Abab] can all make most motes to behave in a
different way. Thus, before knowing the correct deployment of our network all transmission
and reception powers in between any pair of nodes has to be studied.
We decided to start off by placing all pair of nodes next to each other for every measurement
taken. Therefore, in order to know how all motes behaved when transmitting as well as
receiving packets at the closest range for every pair of nodes i and j we measured reception
powers Rxi→j and Rxj→i and constructed table 4.2. It can be observed that node 4 showed

Reception Power(dBm)
HHH

HHHTx
Rx

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 − -29.16 -31 -66.22 -32.48 -30.89

2 -30.02 − -31.07 -65.14 -31.47 -29.06

3 -31.09 -29.02 − -65.13 -33.21 -30.15

4 -39.04 -36.88 -41.28 − -41.54 -39.24

5 -37.31 -32.53 -37 -70.29 − -33.07

6 -33.92 -29.01 -32.65 -68.15 -31.86 −

Table 4.2: Reception power measurement

very low signal strength values when interacting with any of the other motes. Thanks to
the fact of taking all measurements, it could be observed that node 4 reception power
values were the lowest of all in between the range (−65.13,−70.29)dBm whereas when
acting as a transmitter all values varied from (−36.88,−41.54)dBm. The rest of the values
demonstrated that when placing nodes next to each other approximately 5dB of loss was
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obtained. Figure 4.5 offer us a better visualization of power loss for each transmitter and
receiver.
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Figure 4.5: Initial power loss

Orange column and row let us visualize the huge power loss regarding mote 4. Indeed,
when acting as the reception node power losses where measured next to 40dB, a huge
loss comparing to the normal situation presented by other motes in where its reception
power loss values standed approximately between 5 and 10dB. Among all possibilities
which could affect this mote, we decided to exchange batteries as well as external antennas.
Nevertheless, as most batteries resulted to have the same characteristics as well as the same
charge level (fully charged), the results obtained were practically equal to the ones seen
before. External antennas also offered us with the same data, consequently concluding that
the CC2420 radio transceiver suffered from an internal effect such as an internal circuitry
loss.
Node 5 also showed a bigger loss than the the rest of the motes. However, the effect was
far smaller than the one observed with sensor mote number 4. Moreover, regarding link
asymmetry we could observe that nodes 4 and 5 showed different behaviors when acting as
a transmitter and receiver. The first one demonstrated not only a big power loss but also
a big difference in this aspect: (30.21, 31.04)dB difference for a 99% confidence interval.
The latter one also demonstrated a considerable asymmetry: (4.34, 5.10)dB.
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Figure 4.6: Link asymmetry behavior. (a) Comparison between 4 → 1 and 1 → 4. (a)
Comparison between 1→ 5 and 5→ 1.
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4.3 Node synchronization

Before starting to place nodes at different points of our location and take the correspondent
timing measurements, motes synchronization process must be performed. Thus, we placed
all nodes together next to the MD and the centralized computer. After installing the
beacon synchronizer application in the synchronizer mote, we carried out the 20 minute
time lectures as described in chapter 3.3.

Image 4.7 demonstrates the different drift behaviors obtained for each of the 5 motes
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Figure 4.7: (a) Drift behavior relative to MD node. (b) Offset correction over time (forecasting).

relative to the MD (node 1). Motes 4,5 and 6 showed very similar drift with a big difference
over time relative to the MD internal clock. Node 2 also drifted away from the MD mote
significantly throughout the 20 minute observation and mote 3 was the node which behaved
similarly to the reference clock.

Node ID Offset forecasted every 15 seconds

2 O2 = 0.234601− 0.062852 · t15

3 O3 = 0.286992− 0.009155 · t15

4 O4 = 0.340762− 0.113280 · t15

5 O5 = 0.132435− 0.114478 · t15

6 O6 = 0.366085− 0.112595 · t15

4.4 Sensor nodes deployment

In order to start deploying sensor nodes in different placements the strategy to follow must
be a clear start up. Different strategies may vary according to the necessities of the end
user: maximum reliability of direct links qualities in terms of reception power, maximum
range obtention in terms of CC2420 transceiver sensitivity and so forth. In our case
we decided to follow a premise which is usually required: maximum range obtention with
assurance of non-collision packets. This premise requires to understand the functionality of
the medium access protocol used by wireless sensor nodes: CSMA. As we have previoulsy
mentioned in other chapters, CCA threshold value is the minimum value of the RSSI
register that when detected a backoff period is waited before transmitting any packet
to the medium. In fact, if a certain link is that far away that its reception values are
around -80 and -90dbm, hence proper to the CC2420 transceiver’s sensitivity, then any of
both nodes will transmit packets despite the other one also transmitting. Indeed, if the
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threshold is -77dBm packets transmitted at the starting point will be detected as a value
smaller than the previous one and will not carry out the collision avoidance process.
Therefore, we decided to follow this premise by starting to place nodes in a string topology
manner and checking link quality values in terms of the RSSI indicator. All process took
into account the fact of having link asymmetries. Thus, in between two direct endpoints
a worst-case design was carried out by measuring packet reception from node A to B
(RxA→B) and from B to A (RxB→A). The lowest value of both of them and the proximity
to the CCA threshold (at least above this value) determined the distance between both
motes.
First and foremost the position of the nodes inside the string topology was chosen: 4→

21.88m
3.9m

3m

5.46m

4.
98

m

1

5

632

4

Figure 4.8: Sensor nodes placement

1→ 5→ 6→ 3→ 2. Following this order and checking RSSI indicator values sequentially,
we obtained figure 4.8 mote placement. At the same time, figure 4.9 demonstrates that the
premise followed was obtained in such a way that in between any two direct sensor nodes,
the reception power value obtained was slightly bigger than the CCA threshold (-77dBm),
acquiring a maximum range for this type of scenario for the strategy followed.
Among other things, cocerning distances, link 1 → 4 was the closest one, logical due to
the huge link asymmetry and low power values obtained for node 4 in section 4.2. Also,
the maximum range obtained was for link 2→ 3, probably due to a direct range without
any obstacles.
Two hop neighboring process was performed on each node in order to make a comparison

2 3 6 5 1 4
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Figure 4.9: Link signal strengths

with the string topology obtained. The following table shows that the results obtained
were as expected for each of the motes inside our topology. Besides, we checked all routing

Node ID 1 Hop Neighbor ID 2 Hop Neighbor ID

4 1 5

1 4,5 6

5 1,6 4,3

6 5,3 2,1

3 6,2 5

2 3 6

tables of all the nodes in our deployment. As the two hop neighbory discovery process, all
routing entries demonstrated that all motes in the topology were interconnected together
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directly or indirectly. All motes, except for the MD for obvious reasons, presented routing
tables showing a default gateway in order to provide up and down routes.

Node 1 (MD)

Prefix Next Hop

fec0::4 fe80::22:ff:fe00:4

fec0::5 fe80::22:ff:fe00:5

fec0::6 fe80::22:ff:fe00:5

fec0::3 fe80::22:ff:fe00:5

fec0::2 fe80::22:ff:fe00:5

Node 6

Prefix Next Hop

Default Route(::) fe80::22:ff:fe00:5

fec0::5 fe80::22:ff:fe00:5

fec0::3 fe80::22:ff:fe00:3

fec0::2 fe80::22:ff:fe00:3

Node 4

Prefix Next Hop

Default Route(::) fe80::22:ff:fe00:1

Node 5

Prefix Next Hop

Default Route(::) fe80::22:ff:fe00:1

fec0::6 fe80::22:ff:fe00:6

fec0::3 fe80::22:ff:fe00:6

fec0::2 fe80::22:ff:fe00:6

Node 3

Prefix Next Hop

Default Route(::) fe80::22:ff:fe00:6

fec0::2 fe80::22:ff:fe00:2

fec0::6 fe80::22:ff:fe00:6

fec0::5 fe80::22:ff:fe00:6

Node 2

Prefix Next Hop

Default Route(::) fe80::22:ff:fe00:3

fec0::3 fe80::22:ff:fe00:3

fec0::6 fe80::22:ff:fe00:3

fec0::5 fe80::22:ff:fe00:3

Table 4.3: Routing tables

4.5 Timing measurements

Local-delay measurements were compared firstly for each link quality. As it can be ob-
served in table 4.4 link asymmetries were not present concerning timing delays. Within
a confidence interval of 99%, making use of the t-test comparison procedure, values were
shown to be very next to 0, confirming the duality shown in between any of both end-
points. Once the previous symmetry was demonstrated we carried out timing tests using

Links 99% confidence interval(ms)

1→ 4 vs. 4→ 1 [−1.35,+0.25]

1→ 5 vs. 5→ 1 [−1.01,+0.51]

5→ 6 vs. 6→ 5 [−2.17,−0.70]

6→ 3 vs. 3→ 6 [−1.39,+0.62]

3→ 2 vs. 2→ 3 [−2.01,−0.32]

Table 4.4: Symmetry behavior

the path-delay tool of the main program. Figures in 4.10 show 5 different measurements
for different hop distances. All readings were performed by measuring path delays from
one end of the string topology (node 4) to the other (node 2). It can be clearly observed
the increasing parameters for every increase in hop distance. In fact, figure 4.11 allows a
proper visualization of parameter variation in our deployment.
One of the most helpful parameters regarding timing measurements is the variation of de-
lay values or most commonly known as jitter. Graph 4.11 represents an increase in delay
parameter relative to hop distance. Indeed, jitter is usally impacted by the number of hops
a packet goes through and hence it is considered as one of the most significant parameters
that define end-to-end performance[Ling]. Equation 4.1 shows the total calculation of a
delay for n hops (DT ).

DT = D1 +D2 + · · ·+Dn (4.1)
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Assuming that each hop i has a delay variance of σ2
i and since the delay at each hop is

independent of each other, the total variance σ2
T will be as follows:

σ2
T = σ2

1 + σ2
2 + · · ·+ σ2

n (4.2)

Now let us presume that all links present the same variance. Thus, the standard deviation
or jitter would be:

σ2
T = n · σ2

i (4.3)

σT =
√
n · σi (4.4)

Of course, the previous assumption can only be made in identical conditions for each hop
such as same amount of interferences and background noise at precise moments, equal
direct link ranges and so on. Nevertheless, due to main reasons of radio irregularity in a
wireless context the former conditions are rarely met and consequently results may vary
according to the situation and condition of the network at specific moments.
However, equation 4.4 demonstrates that the total jitter obtained for a multi-hop dis-
tance path is multiplicative in terms of number of hops distance and therefore increasing
throughout each hop.
Moving around this delay deviation context, the mean delay values for a total hop does not
follow equation 4.1. Table 4.5 shows a comparison between the theoretic values knowing
one hop distance mean delay and the results obtained.
The theoretic value is obtained making the assumption that all mean delays were similar

Hop distance Theoretic Value(ms) Mean Delay measured(ms) Difference(ms)

1 25.4 25.4 0

2 50.8 55.41 +4.61

3 76.2 82.66 +6.46

4 101.6 108.46 +6.86

5 127 139.28 +12.28

Table 4.5: Value comparisons

or equal to the one obtained for hop 1 distance. Thus, all theoretic values were obtained
multiplying the previous value by the number of hops. The difference observed corresponds
to the fact of delay variation explained previously, in where the multiplicative effect af-
fects also average, minimum and maximum values (figure 4.11). Indeed, due to the fact
of having for every hop increase a bigger delay jitter, all the former parameters are also
going to be bigger than expected.
This multiplicative effect can have a very big impact regarding QoS. Hence, when making
a correct deployment, depending on the requirements of the end-user in terms of quality,
resources in the network would have to be scaled up in order to minimize the number of
hops a packet goes through and consequently reduce the degradation suffered.
As for packet loss efficiency, few messages were shown to be lost in all measurements taken.
Only hop distances 4 and 5 showed one and two packet loss. Logically, when increasing
the total number of hops in a wireless mote network, the probability of packet loss gets
higher. Equation 4.5 demonstrates that the probability of a message not to be lost in an
n multi hop network is dependent on the number of hops a packet goes through.

P (loss) = 1− P (no loss) = 1−
n∏
i=1

P (no loss hop i) (4.5)
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Statistics: Node 1 -> Node 4
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Parameter Value

Distance 1 Hop

Mean Delay 25.40ms

Minimum 20.32ms

Maximum 34.08ms

Jitter 2.97ms

Packets lost 0(0%)

Parameter Value

Distance 2 Hop

Mean Delay 55.41ms

Minimum 45.01ms

Maximum 89.21ms

Jitter 5.18ms

Packets lost 0(0%)

Parameter Value

Distance 3 Hop

Mean Delay 82.66ms

Minimum 70.03ms

Maximum 142.12ms

Jitter 8.38ms

Packets lost 0(0%)

Parameter Value

Distance 4 Hop

Mean Delay 108.46ms

Minimum 91.14ms

Maximum 160.91ms

Jitter 10.60ms

Packets lost 1(0.5%)

Parameter Value

Distance 5 Hop

Mean Delay 139.28ms

Minimum 118.87ms

Maximum 198.04ms

Jitter 13.90ms

Packets lost 2(1%)

Figure 4.10: Path delay measurements
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Figure 4.11: (a) Jitter variation. (b) Minimum,average and maximum variation over hop distance.

4.6 Interference effect

Making a study of how interferences may affect our initial system is usually a tough
task due to the uncertainty of these events. Indeed, interferences may appear at certain
unexpected moments for a short or long time in the range of milliseconds. The following
lines describe the initial scenario we proposed in order to make this interferences happen
in order to get to know how it could affect our multi hop network deployment in terms of
mean delay, jitter and packet loss efficiency.

4.6.1 Interference implementation and placement

The fact of having an extra non-used mote (only used as the beacon synchronizer node)
clearly made us think of utilizing this IEEE 802.15.4 standard device in order to have the
role as the interference generator. As seen on code 4.1, the interference generator sends
a non-relevant 8 bit data packet every PERIOD milliseconds, allowing us to program the
frequency of the interference.

. . .
c a l l I n t e r f e r e n c e . s t a r t P e r i o d i c (PERIOD) ;
. . .
event void I n t e r f e r e n c e . f i r e d ( ) {

i n e t pton6 ( ” f f 0 2 : : 1 ” , &dest . s in6 addr ) ;
c a l l L i s t en . sendto(&dest ,&type , s izeof ( type ) ) ;

}

Listing 4.1: Interference programming

4.6.2 Interference effect in a single-hop scenario

We first consider a scenario in where the interference generator stands in between nodes 1
and node 4 with the same power level (-25dBm).

All packets being transmitted from one endpoint to the other will experience a certain
extension of the initial delay when encountering the fact of having the medium occupied.
Programming the interference generator to different periods, table 4.6 shows the results
obtained for all period cases. Once again, out of all data observed, delay variation or jitter
demonstrates that the effect of the quantity of interferences suffered can show a clear
constraint for requiring quality services in wireless environments. The fact of having a big
variation for a higher frequency interference is determined by the medium access control
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1 4

Interference Generator

Interference 
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Figure 4.12: 1 hop interference range

Period(ms) Mean(ms) Min(ms) Max(ms) Jitter(ms) Noise(dBm)

None 25.4 20.43 34.23 2.97 -95.01

100 26.31 20.31 57.12 4.48 -94.92

90 32.3 26.83 59.1 3.71 -94.69

80 32.81 27.1 49.32 3.31 -94.71

70 26.42 21.32 58.79 4.31 -90.1

60 33.32 26.12 67.42 4.92 -92.98

50 26.64 20.87 58.1 4.71 -88.72

40 32.92 26.31 62.57 4.10 -89.21

30 33.81 26.92 80.92 5.70 -91.31

20 29.03 22.71 66.13 7.83 -75.4

10 32.51 22.88 71.99 9.18 -74.92

5 30.78 22.62 100.03 8.57 -71.12

Table 4.6: Delay values for 200 observations for one hop

layer. Any packet, before being transmitted, checks the availability of free medium or
better said that the frequency channel is not occupied. CCA threshold is therefore again
brought into us: with a value of -77dBm and with bottom harmonic noise floor mean
values showing a result above this threshold, at most times the CC2420 radio transceiver
will experience to find its working part of the spectrum to be occupied. This will cause
at many times to suffer from a backoff waiting period before checking again whether the
channel is free or not. Of course, the probability of not being able to perform a packet
transmission at any time is bigger for bigger interference periods than for smaller ones,
hence the results obtained.
Due to also this former effect, maximum values demonstrate an increase relative to the
frequency of interference suffered which is mainly consequence of the relationship between
the probability of finding the medium to be occupied and the number of backoff periods
to be waited: bigger frequency interference brings bigger probability of channel occupancy
whereas the former one increments the average of number of backoff periods to be delayed.

4.6.3 Interference effect in a multi-hop scenario

Image 4.13 shows the scenario proposed to evaluate the performance of a multi-hop network
deployment when encountering interferences on every hop composing a string topology.
Of course, in order to affect all links the interference generator has been placed halfway
between both endpoints of the string as well as being programmed with the highest output
power possible. The data obtained concerns 1 to 5 hop distances, going on from node ID
4 to node ID 2.

Table 4.7 brings up two main conclusions:
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Figure 4.13: Interference effect

Node 4→ 5 (2 Hop Distance)

Period(ms) Mean(ms) Max(ms) Jitter(ms) Packets lost

None 55.41 89.23 5.18 0(0%)

100 58.09 94.21 9.97 0(0%)

90 58.14 97.22 9.58 0(0%)

80 58.03 94.23 9.51 0(0%)

70 57.98 95.99 10.21 0(0%)

60 59.13 114.28 10.59 0(0%)

50 59.83 99.17 10.76 1(0.5%)

40 59.27 126.27 11.13 0(0%)

30 60.07 125.28 10.38 0(0%)

20 60.88 131.29 11.46 0(0%)

10 68.88 137.3 13.56 1(0.5%)

5 69.93 172.14 14.90 3(1.5%)

Node 4→ 3 (4 Hop Distance)

Period(ms) Mean(ms) Max(ms) Jitter(ms) Packets lost

None 108.46 161.12 10.6 1(0.5%)

100 107.55 149.32 9.86 1(0.5%)

90 107.35 147.36 8.53 3(1.5%)

80 108.23 158.92 9.21 3(1.5%)

70 107.54 140 8.30 2(1%)

60 107.79 166.7 9.51 3(1.5%)

50 110.66 180 11.19 2(1%)

40 111.78 191.12 12.18 1(0.5%)

30 117.89 220.43 20.64 3(1.5%)

20 124.59 228.1 21.30 5(2.5%)

10 139.98 261.76 22.71 47(23.5%)

5 129.59 263.21 22.98 68(34%)

Node 4→ 6 (3 Hop Distance)

Period(ms) Mean(ms) Max(ms) Jitter(ms) Packets lost

None 82.66 142.88 8.38 0(0%)

100 82.94 148.87 8.37 1(0.5%)

90 84.08 143.86 9.06 0(0%)

80 83.17 144.89 7.72 3(1.5%)

70 82.55 124.84 7.09 2(1%)

60 82.80 120.72 8.27 1(0.5%)

50 82.53 144.81 8.18 2(1%)

40 84.78 145.61 10.71 4(2%)

30 83.63 139.12 9.01 3(1.5%)

20 87.64 163.41 12.95 3(1.5%)

10 104.1 219.95 18.15 29(14.5%)

5 96.91 169.38 19.21 39(19.5%)

Node 4→ 2 (5 Hop Distance)

Period(ms) Mean(ms) Max(ms) Jitter(ms) Packets lost

None 139.28 194.62 13.90 3(1.5%)

100 139.26 201.14 13.20 3(1.5%)

90 138.02 203.91 10.48 2(1%)

80 140.45 199.38 12.57 5(2.5%)

70 142.23 211.15 17.16 3(1.5%)

60 137.62 210.90 16.69 4(2%)

50 140.40 214.32 13.14 3(1.5%)

40 141.30 210.88 17.49 2(1%)

30 144.98 219.20 16.09 6(3%)

20 153.56 236.16 22.09 3(1.5%)

10 172.03 261.14 22.41 59(29.5%)

5 183.13 276.33 26.11 121(60.5%)

Table 4.7: Delay values for 200 observations for multiple hops

• Packet loss efficiency: an increment of number of packet loss is observed for an
increase in frequency interference and number of hops distance. Logical values are
observed for high interference frequencies. Indeed, going back to section 3.2 in where
CSMA functionality was explained in order to avoid packet collisioning, assuming the
best case possible in terms of packet loss, CSMA parameters (exponential backoff,
number of backoffs to carry out,...) will make a packet wait for a maximum of
160ms before concluding a channel access failure (CAF) scenario and hence a packet
being lost. Thus, for a high frequency interference situation the probability of packet
loss due to access failure is incremented by the number of times the CC2420 radio
transceiver will find the medium to be occupied. Besides, as seen on equation 4.6
the probability of channel access failure is cumulative regarding the number of motes
a packet goes through before getting to the final endpoint. Therefore, apart from
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the fact of encountering a heavy noise background the quality offered is also heavily
dependent on the number of hops.

P (CAF ) = P (CAF1) + P (CAF2) + · · ·+ P (CAFn) =
n∑
i=1

P (CAFi) (4.6)

Extreme cases appear for 10 and 5ms interference context (shown in red). For the
case of 5ms period noise and 5 hop distance the degradation of the link quality is
really heavy: for every 5 packets sent 3 are lost. This information can be really
helpful when designing and deploying a multi-hop network in a heavy interference
environment in where a minimum-hop design may be needed in order to increment
the efficiency of packets received and consequently to be able to offer good quality
service.
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Figure 4.14: Packet loss efficiency

• Delay variation: As described previously, jitter is a fundamental parameter to get
to know the quality a certain network may offer. Having said most of things in
previous lines, the following table makes an observation on the differences shown
for each distance hop without and with interference. In order to make a proper
visualization on the interference effect, 5ms worst-case has been compared. Once

Hop distance Without interference 5ms period interference Difference(ms)

1 2.97 8.57 +5.6

2 5.18 14.90 +9.72

3 8.38 19.21 +10.83

4 10.60 22.98 +12.38

5 13.90 26.11 +12.21

again it is demonstrated that within a heavy noise background the scenario worsens
in a very considerable way when increasing the number of hops.
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In this Thesis, an efficient performance measurement application and technique has been
implemented. The scarcity of such tools in a context of wireless sensor networks demon-
strated the need of making a deep study of the parameters conditioning an efficient deploy-
ment of motes. Moving along the context of a distributed IP protocol multi-hop system,
the implementation of the latter network layer protocol is briefly explained. The fact of
encountering this relatively new situation for wireless sensor networks has made us study
deeply how routing decisions are made and the different scenarios which can be presented
when using a non-storing or a storing-mode configuration. Obviously, due to the fact of
working in a wireless environment and thus in a free medium as the air, heavy interferences
may happen and hence, a correct study of characterization of noise background has been
carried out. It has been concluded that the best representation of noise value comes up as
the result of a harmonic mean calculation, in where higher noise values,being most of them
negative, are ponderated heavier than lower ones. Moreover, making use of the RSSI pa-
rameter provided by the CC2420 transceiver, we have managed to perform signal strength
readings for any link. In this case, certain asymmetries have been observed depending on
which of both endpoints acts as a transmitter or as a receiver.
Timing measurements such as link-local delay for direct links and path delays for more
than one hop away sensor motes have been implemented. Considering that at most times
a certain end-user wants to be provided with a one-way delay value, RTT implementation
using ICMPv6 protocol has been discarded. Opposite to the latter, we have decided to
represent all delays in a unidirectional way, enabling to check whether asymmetries are
present. Nevertheless, when trying to implement this process an initially unexpected prob-
lem cropped up: node clock synchronization. Indeed, the fact of performing unidirectional
timing measurements required all nodes involved in the process to be accurately synchro-
nized. After discussing the use of certain existing algorithms we decided that it would be
interesting to re-shape the known RBS protocol in order to carry out offset forecasting in
the centralized computer. Thus, using a third-party mote certain beacons are sent every
period of time to the rest of the nodes involved in the network deployment, timestamping
all the messages received. Once a certain total time has passed, all timestamps are then
sent to the node attached to the computer and differences between this node’s and the
other’s timestamps are calculated, obtaining for each node’s clock the offset relative to
the main node. This has allowed us, performing a linear-regression calculation, an offset
forecasting for each mote. Finally, t-test procedure has been also carried out in order to
make comparisons between two different end-points concerning delay and reception power.
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A testbed scenario for a multi-hop network has also been carried out. We found out that
the best way to deploy a network in a correct way was first performing a deep study of
the noise background, enabling us to make a proper election of the frequency channel to
be used as well as getting to know which 2.4GHz devices can affect our system. Once this
study is performed the next step to follow is the study of a signal strength measurement
placing nodes next to each other. Thanks to this, link asymmetries have been observed
for a certain node when acting as a transmitter and a receiver. This has been very useful
in order to know what the approximate distances in between two direct motes should be
depending the strategy to be followed. A first test is performed when placing nodes at
different locations. We have observed that RPL storing-mode configuration was working
efficiently and that, making use of routing table readings, all nodes where connected with
each other for the three different traffic patterns. Most links showed a symmetric behavior
in terms of local delay. As for path-delays interesting results appeared concerning mean
delay, packet loss and specially jitter. The latter one demonstrated that if a certain quality
of service wants to be provided, a minimum hop scenario must be taken into considera-
tion. Finally, interference effect has been observed making use of one of the nodes as the
noise generator. Noise readings helped us to recognize this effect for an increase in the
frequency of the noise. Also, it has been demonstrated that for a multi-hop scenario, when
working with a very noisy background, the packet efficiency heavily affects the quality of
the network.
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